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ABSTRACT 
· The origin of the term 11 muset.:rn" can bE~ trocod back to Ancient 
Greece where it was applied to a temple for the adoration of the 
Muses. By the end of the 3rd century A. D. such museums had 
pierished and the term "museum" was not used again until the 16th 
century when it was applied to the private collections which developed 
in I ta!>' and then spread through Europe. 
These private collections were the direct forerunners of the pub! ic 
museum; during t·he late 17th and 18th centuries many cf the private 
collections were opened to the public and by the 19th century the 
·main functions of these museums were seen C1S being col leci'ion, 
research and education. At the 1·ime the museums gave Ila! e attenl·-
ion 1'o actively fulfilling these functions and to serving the public. 
Subsequently the museums were held in low esteem by the public·. 
In many countries this trend persisted .until after the second world 
war for only then a real understanding and appreciation of the value 
and role of museums came about. Many museums start·ed reconsider-
ing their aims and position iri societ)', reforming and incorporating 
all manifestations of change in the communities which they had to 
serve. Many museums started working toword becoming more dynamic 
institutions involved with their respective communities. 
In this striving toward community involvement the avenues of involve-
ment have been examined in detail but there have been few attempts 
to learn anything about the communities.served by museums. lri most 
cases museum policy is based on personal convictions as to who the 
public is, what they wani, need and deserve, instead of being bosed 
on quantitative information. 
A number of surveys of museum visitors and the non-visitors have 
been carried out overseas in an attempt to get to know more about the 
communities served by museums. In South Africa there is almost a 
total lack of such information as most muse~Jms have been too busy with 
their own internal probl0ms to go through the i-rouble of lec1rning something 
about the cornmun i ti es ~hey serve. 
Considering this lack of information in South Africa a survey of 
museum visitors was corrl ed out in cm C!Hem?t to obtain some fact-
ual and objecl'ively trustworthy information on one section of the 
communities served by the museums. 36 Museums in the Cape 
Province took part in the survey and 6664 visitors completed the 
multiple-choice questionnaire. 
The survey provided some useful factual information on who the 
visitors are, vvhat they want, like and dislike. It was found tha1· 
the majority of the visitors are White, young and we! I educated. 
Age, race, education and residence were found to be importan~· 
variables. 
Considering the results of the survey it was concluded that the 
South African pub! ic is by no means museum conscious and that 
museums are not considered .to be vitctl forces within a community, 
they are merely accepted and tolerated by a generally apathetic 
public. Some of the blame for this unsaf'isfoctory situation can be 
placed on the museum as few have really tried to learn more about 
their respective communities and have actively seeked involvement 
with the communities. 
Instead of being dynamic centres of entertainment and learning the 
South African museums are status symbols proving that the communities 
1·ake an interest in culture and natural history. They are luxuries 
instead of being essential services and w_ill remain so unless they make 
a move toward community involvement in an attempt to establish them-
selves as essential services. 
/ 
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CHAPTER 1 "' INTRODUCTION 
The origin of the te1m 11 museum 11 can be traced back to Andent Greece 
where it was applied to a temple for the adoration of the Muses. This 
adoration was expressed in poetry, dramatic art, history, dancing 1 sacred 
ritual and in the study of sciences and philosophy. Although these museums 
hod no concrete features they had a characteristic devout almosphere with 
an emphasis on religious and ethical matters. 
The emphasis shifted 1·0 intellectual matters in the Museum of Alexandria 
which was founded by Ptolemy I Soter in the 3rd centur>' B.C. at Alex·· 
ondria in Egypt. The fv'1useum of Alexandria was a centre of learning end 
research and housed a collection of e.g. statues of thinkers, astronomical 
and surgical instruments, elephant tusks and the hides of uncommon ani·· 
mals as. well as a library. Yet, the most significant aspect of this museum 
was not the collection or library but the scope of the museum - in research 
and inquiry there was an attempt to embre,1ce all the available knowledge 
of the time. 
The Museum of Alexandria perished by the end of the 3rd century A.D. 
but the tradition of learning and collection which had been ossociated 
with museums for almost seven centuries was not lost. 
This tradition of collecl'ion and learning was revived when the term 
"museum" was used agcin in the 16th century. In Renaisscmce Italy 
princes and noble. fomil ies began taking an interest in art and other bran-: 
ches of knowledge and man); hod, er started building up, p;·ivate collec-
tions of precious or curious items which they i·hen called museums. At 
the time the driving forces. behind private collecting were curiosity tmd 
the desire for know! edge and rh is trend of private col I ecting spread 
through Spain, Franca, Grecll· Brih.1!n, th(.~ l'1etherlands, Germany 
and Austria. 
A variety of terms was used to denote such priva1·e collections e.g. 
museum, gallery, cabinet, closet, chc.imber,reposit'ory and pinaco-
theca. It is difficult to connect each term with a particular type of 
collection. Even the hmn "gallery" which is today associated with 
collecticins of paintings a:<d sculpture was previously applied to any 
collection of miscellaneous items. Regardless of the names given to 
these private collecl"ions they were the direct forerunners of the 
public museums. (1, 2) 
It wos only from the late 17th century that the private collections 
were opened to the public and the museum in the service ofthe 
public is thus a relative! y new concept. The first public museum 
in Europe was the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford which opened its doors 
to the public in 168:3. i'Aore collections were opened to the public in 
l'ha 18th and early 19th centuries: the British Museum was opened 
in London in 1759 after the P.ritish government purchased Sir Hans 
Sloane's collections, the Belvedere in Vienna opened in 1781 and 
the louvre in Paris was dee! ared open to the pub Ii c by the Repub! i can 
government in 1793. 
These European rn1Jseums were pub I ic in name only - members of the 
public were adm i tl'ed rather grudgingly and most preferred to stay away 
as the general level of education of the laymen at the time did not 
provide an adequate background for the understanding and appreciation 
of museum "collections". 
It was only in the 19th century that the real pJblic museums came 
into being and ali·hough the three main functions of museums had for 
some time been acknowledged as being 11 collection, research and 
education" the educational aspects of the museums were then recog-
nized for the first time. 
I.' 
··:i-
The development, however, came from the outside and not from 
wHhin the museums themselves. Ir was the public that changed. 
With the introduction of compulsory education and the change in 
the economic climate many people had, over a period, acquired the 
abi Ii ty to understand and appreciate the museum col I ections and they 
also had some leisure time in which to visit museums. With the 
spread of democracy equal cultural opportunities for al! were being 
created. 
Yet, this new public was still being offered the same "private 
collections made pub! ic" by the museums. No attention was given 
to the educational role which these institutions themselves could 
fulfil I and no interpretation of the contenl's to the laymen was 
attempted. The public could go along to the museums to educate 
themselves if they wished l'o but the most popular response on the 
part of the public was again simply to 5tay away. 
By the late 18th century museums were also started in America and 
in Soui·h Africa in the 19th century. They developed after the 
initial struggle for the acceptance of museums had already been 
fought in Europe and they started as public museums. This can be 
seen in the wording of e.g. the Governor's Proclamation of the 
establishment of the South African Museum in Cape Town in 1852: The 
museum wolild be "for the reception and classification of various 
objects of the Animal, Vegetable and Mineral Kingdoms which are 
found in South Africa.,, whereby an opportunity wil I be opened to the 
colon!s\·s of becomin~J acquainted with the general and local resources 
of the Colony . . . it is his (the Governor's) in1·ention that the Museum 
should be open 1·0 the inspection of the Pub! ic at stipulated hours 
to be hereinafter fixed". (3, 4) 
During the 19th and 20th centuries !'here were specific trends in the 
development of museums. In the 19th century there was a movement 
away from al! embracing museums toward specialized museums of 
natural history1 science, history, archeology, ethnology and art. By 
the 20th century the idea of the museum as a public institution had 
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been fully accepted although iittle atteni"ion was given to actively· 
serving the public. Even the educational role of museums was largely 
neglected with the result that the museums vvere held in low esteem 
by the public. 
I 
In most European countries this trend persistecl untii after the second 
world war for 0:1ly then a real understanding of the role and value of 
museums developed and atl'empls were made i"o realize the potential of 
museums. This was not the case in America; already in the first decades 
of 1·he 20th cenhJry the educational role of museums was acknowledged 
and put to use. The collections in the American museums were inte:·-
preted for a wide and diversified public whose needs and wishes were 
considered and soon 1·he museums had an important place in education. 
It was only at this stage that the funcl'ie,.;1s of museums were really 
examined and that attempts were made to outline ways of action for the 
museums. 
This development took place rather slowly and even today muny defin-
itions of the functions of mu::eurns are still vague and the potential of 
museums has not yet bzen realized. Generali y the functions of museums 
are seen as being mainly in connection with coll ection 1 preservation 
and presentation. The items which are col I ected may be specimens 
of nature or creations of man. They must be preserved, catcJI ogued 
and restored and research must be conducted inf'o matters related to 
such items. Displays for the general public and the young st·udents 
must be mounted in such a manner that they feel that acquiring 
knowledge is o pleasant exp(~rience. 
These functions are incorporated in the official dofiniticin of 
museums of the International Council of Museums (1973): 11 A 
museum is a non profit-making permanent institution, in the service of 
society and open to the public, which acquires, conserves, communic-
ates and exhibii·s, for purpose of study1 education and enjo}11nent, 
mat·erial witness of evolution of nature and man". (5) 
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To make such a change in the relations between the museums and lhe 
public possible 1·he m1.iseums have had to reconsider their aims and 
position in society. The new society would not tolerate museums 
which served only a small group of scholars - not if the museums were 
supported by public funds. The museums have had to reform, accept-
ing and incorpora1"1ng a!i manifestations of change in the cornmtmitieo. 
they serve because the position of the museum in a community is 
directly relah~d to the way in which the museum serves the community 
and how the museum meel"s its needs. Museums will no longer be ab!c 
to exist in modern times if there is not sufficient social demand. (6) 
Any degree of social demand can only come about if the general pub~ 
lie is made aware of the possibilities offered by museums and for this 
reason museums the world over are now "outward bound 11 , examinin~:i 
the needs of society and of the specific communities they serve. In 
highly industrhlised area:; where the development of science and 
technology and 1·he increase in materialism are threatening the 
development of well balanced human personalities museums can provide 
a spiri J·ual dimension so that emotional; spiril"ual and in tel I ectual 
satisfaction accompanies material advancement. In underdeveloped 
countries museums can assisi· in solving immediate problems by spread-
ing knowledge about e.g. agriculture and hygiene and can also assist 
in pre!;erving !·hose trad!tions of value to the society. (6,7,8,9) 
In all such cases the museums must go out and seek involvement with 
the communities which thev serve. The key 'Nords are "active oartid-, I 
pc1lion 11 on i·he part of the museums a!; well as the public. Various 
facilities for visitor participation can be offered. In e.g. science 
museums exhibits can be design:ed in such a way that they cC1n be 
operated by the visitors themselves or by demonstrators. Al I museums 
can arrange lectures and demonstrations involving discussions, oul"ing:; 
field trips and vvorkshops for the visitors. Exhibition space and meeting 
rooms can be put al' the disposal of local societies. Special evenl·s can 
be organized for the physically disabled persons, for old people and 
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special attenl"ion can be given ro children. There could be special 
children's museums or children's departments c.1t other mu:;eums where 
they can handle objects under supervision and take prJrt in other 
activities arranged for them. 
The museums can extend their services and also attract those who do 
not visit museums through travelling exhibitions, temporary exhibits 
on show in e.g. libraries, the loan of exhibits or specimens 1·0 
organisations or individuals and through the television network. 
All such activities should result in a grec1ter interaction between 
the museum and the community and a two-way flow of information 
could toke place enriching both the museum and the community. 
Once the museum is involved with its community in such a manner 
it will be a witness of the interests, arnbHlons and attitudes of the 
community and H wil I have to change and adapt as the community 
changes. 
The idea of community involvement was first put to use by the Arnerican 
museums with great sucess in attracting visitors but is has been suggested 
that in some cases such involvement was carried too far. Gunthe 
(1957) wrote that "An overly eager effort f·o involve the museum 
in ... community projects, in order to demonstrate that il' is a 
community organization, will I ead to dissipation -of the energy of f'h.,3 
staff, inadequate museum participal'ion in any one project, and 
confusion on the p::trt of the c.ommunity regarding the museum object-
ives. 11 (10) Many Americans have adrni~ted that involvement may have 
been carried too far and many, like Duncan Cameron of the Brooklyn 
Museum, New York (1972); have pointed out that museums should meet 
the needs of society as museums and that there is no need to change 
these institutions into mere community centres wil·hout any character-
istics of the traditional museum. (11) 
Such suggestions together with the results of over involvement at some 
American museums serve as guidelines and warnings for European and 
al so South African museums. The European museums are carefu II y not 
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pushing community involvement too for while !'he South African 
museums have scarce I y embarked en this venture. From 1·he exam pl es 
of museums in other countries South Afrlcan museums can learn how 
far community involvement can safe I y be pushed so that J·he museums 
wil I become more dynamic institutions without losing ~heir identity 
through ovc~r-involvernent. 
In Soui·h Africa there ls not a lack of information on community 
involvement - there is a weal th of pub I ished information on i'he 
· · methods and effects of community involvement and one need scarcely 
look further than the Southern African Museums Association's 
Bui let in for excellent articles on this subject - two examples would 
be 11 Adap1· or die: Sorne thoughts on museums in the future" by 
Adi Inskeep (1970) (12) and 11 Verslag van deelname aan die 1Museum-
deskindiges projek' Verenigde State van Amerika, Mei/Junie 197511 
by Dr. A. Werth (1976) (i3) 
An excellent summary of the avenues of invoivemenl' which are open to 
museums was given by Elizabeth Voigt (1972a) in a paper delivered at 
the University of Cape Tovm's Public Summer Schooi .(14) One could 
scarcely wish for a more complete and up to date summary'. Even 
though al I this very useful information is available so few South African 
museums have made an effort to become dynamic institutions fulfilling 
what should be their social role in_the communities they should serve. 
Too many South African museums concern themselves only with their own 
internal problems and hardly bother with something like "community 
in vol vement11 • 
Even the educational function which forms the basis of the museum's 
service to society is treated in a rather off-hand manner by most 
museums - adult education is for them the occasional slide show and 
public lecture and the educational service to children is the school 
visit. The development of the museum toward community involvement 
must go hand in hand wlth a better integrated share in the national 
education - these cannol' be separated for they must supplement each 
other. 
.... 'I lJ ·~· · 
Although many South African museologists, like their counterparts 
overseas, must have gone through a period of self-examinaHon and 
reappraise! of the role of their museums in the community there have · 
been few signs of improvement - most museums sHll have mainly static 
exhibitions which a relatively apathetic public may, or may not, want 
to visit. There have been far too few acHve attempts on the part of 
museums toward involvement in the activities of the communities 
in which they are situated and too few attempts to attract the pubiic 
to participate in the activities of the museums. 
There are of course exceptions e.g. the services of the S.A. t'1ational 
Gallery in Cape Town to the b!ind and also "A programme for the 
community" which was started at the East London ; .. Auseum in 1973 in 
an at!'empt to provide more comprehensive services for the pub! ic. In 
this attempt at community involvement the articles by Inskeep (1970) (15) 
and Voigt (1972a & b) (16, 17) provided valuable guidelines and the pro-
gramme was based mainly on accepted and well known approaches which 
were adapted 1·0 suil' the particular community which this museum served. 
Special attention was given l'o children, there were various holiday 
atl'ractions (film programmes and a competition) and a Children's 
Museum was started where the children could handle e.g. skulls, 
seashells and stone arl'ifacts. Foe; the children over 10 a Junior Museum 
Club was launched and it was attempted to acquaint members with 
most of the habitats that· they are likely to encounter nea1• East London. 
Visits to old aged homes were undertaken and visits for the old people 
to Gately House were arranged. Additional temporary exhibitions 
attracted more visitors and members of the Friends of the Museum 
~rganizotion were granted special privilages and they arranged special 
events which again attracted others to the museum. (18) 
South African museums, like many others elsewhere, have given too 
little attention f'c particularly one aspect of community involvement 
and that is the community itself. The museums have been re-examined 
and reappraised, methods and means of involvement hove been discussed 
and it has been pointed out that each museum could not take part in al I 
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possible activities but should select only those 'ivhich would ?est 
enable the museu!11 to serve its cornmunit)'· '{et, very few have gone 
through the trouble of learning anything abouf' ;·he communi!y which 
it must serve. 
In 1972 Singleton pointed out that "They (the museums) are beginning 
to wonder {or should be beginning to wonder) just what the incHvidual 
museum visitor's needs are, and what the community's needs are. 
They ore looking at their visitors, talking to their visitors, trying to 
understand their visitors: and trying to determine the intellectual 
needs of the communitv, the social needs, the recreational needs, 
and trying to decide how the museum can or should meet those needs. (19) 
It has been pointed out before that there is a wealth of information 
on how the museums can work toward greater involvement in 1·he 
community in an attempt to meet the needs of !"he particular community 
but there is IH-tle pub! ished !nforrnation on the communities or on 
museum visitors, as part of the community served by the museums. A 
few visitor surveys have been carried out overseas with interesting 
and informative results. Some of these were carried out when new 
extensions at the museums were planned in order to find out just 
exactly what the visil'ors liked and disliked e.g. the surveys of 
Mason (1974) at the Manchester Museum (20), of Doughty (1968) ot 
the Ulster Museum (21) and of Coutts (1971) at the Dundee Museum (22). 
It was hoped that such studies would enable f·he planners to extend and 
change the museums in a manner which would best serve the public. 
Other surveys were done simply to get 1·0 know more about the visitors 
e.g. Cruickshank's survey of the visitors to the Jewry Wall Museum, 
Leicester {1972) (23) and the McWilliams and Hopwood (1973) survey at 
the Norwich Castel /v\useum (24). One of the few researchers l"o inves-
tigate the relationship belween the general public and the museum was 
Erwin {1970) (25) in his survey of the Belfast public and the Ulster 
Museum. 
The on!)' surveys known to have been done recent! y in Southern Africa 
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were done on the museum visitors and not on the general public when 
extensions or changes at the rnuseums concerned were being planned. 
Kerr and Hobley (1974) carried out a survey of the visitors to the 
Queen Victoria fJ1useum, Sal is~ury and they found thai· by doing 
research useful information could be discovered about the visitors. (26) 
Another survey 'Nos carried oul' by lmmelman {1974) at the East London 
Museum. (27) Only two surveys do not suggest that the South African 
museums are try·ing very hard to get to know more about their visitors 
and the communiHes they serve'. 
Already in 1960 Frese wrote that" Sociological studies giv!ng an 
analysis and quantitative research of the museum public are few and 
far between" (28) and since then matl"ers have hcird!y improved. He 
suggests that this is only to a ceri·ain extent due to difficulties 
such as financing and lack of time. To h!m the most important reason 
is that many museums are simply not concerned with obtaining more 
objective and factual information on the public they serve. He right-ly 
says that the policy of museums is usually based on personal convictions 
as to who the public are, what they wont, need and deserve instead of 
being based on objective research findings. 
Without any quantitative informat!on Frnse did, however, formulate 
a typology of the visiting public which can be discussed here brief! y. 
He divided the visiting public into groups according to their reason 
for visiting the museum and two main groups are distinguished - the 
traditional pub! ic and the "new" pub! ic. The traditional public 
consists of the lay-connoisseurs, artists and design0rs, scienl'ists and 
scholars and students whiie the new public is the school groups and 
the remaining mass public • 
. The traditional public is a relatively small but long standing group 
who visil's the museums with a clear purpose. This group could be 
termed the "elite" of the visiting public a~d its function has been 
described by Mannheim (1940) as being "to'.inspire the I ife of culture 
' 
and to lend it form, create a livtng culture in the different spheres 
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of soc!al life" (29) and ''they are responsible: for culturol iniiiative 
and tradition . 11 (30) Th!s influence would be excded through an 
interest and porticipal"ion in museum uffairs. Although l·he roles of 
the traditio:1al public may have changed slightly their support cmd 
interest are still valuable for museums. 
According f'o Mannheim's theory thal· the 11 new 11 pub! ic (consisting, 
according to Frese, of school grou.ps o.nd tf-e mass public) is the 
cause c,f a cultural cdsis and subseCiuent!y a crisis ln the role and 
fun ci'l ons of the muse urns. With the spread of democracy and equGI 
educational rights for al I "wider sections of the populai'ion stil I 
under unfavourable social conditions tCJke ah active part in cultural 
activities" (31) and the participation of such groups has greatiy 
reduced the influence of the traditional public. Without the influence 
of the traditional pub! ic modern mass society lacks d'irection and it 
is momentary, lacking in the stability of the troditio:ial public. 
When Mannheim writes " ..• we sei;: a lTansition in the development of 
the pub I ic from the ol·ganic (.stab! e, traditional public) through the 
disintegrat·ed (the new mass public) to the artificially organized pub-
1 ic of the future 11 he suggests 1'hat the directionle:;s state of the mass 
public is sirnp!y an inl'ermied!ate stage. (32) Frese illustrates this 
point wel I in his discussion of the new public and their relation to 
museums by showing how n:iuseurns, in aitracting the new public1 are 
aHempting to rearrange them into groups. This is en artificial re-
creation of the stability of the traditional pub! ic. (33) 
Fiese suggests that the hew public can be grouped accoraing to e.g. 
shared interests and educational purposes when museums arrange e.g. 
special closses or other extra-mural activities. )he idea of grouping 
and thus organizing the ne\¥ pub! ic is also found when museums 
actively try l'o co-operate with other culturai groups already existing 
within a c;ornrnunity e.g. historical cl1Jbs. In this respect Adam (1937) 
suggested that "the objective of the museum should be to find means 
of incorporal"ing the natural organization of the cultural life of 1·he 
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communil'y 'Nil'hin its structure". (~~) 
A good example of 1·h;.=: organizal'ion of 1·he ney,r pub! ic can be found in 
the organized visits of the school groups; wch groups c::an again be 
. divided into different sub··groups according lo the subjec~ maHer they 
wish to study or their ages. Similar! y the mass public, on closer 
examination, are found to have a rich variety of interests whir;h ccm 
be channelied 50 that i+:ese visil'ors wlil fall into certain groups. 
This brings one to whot Dillon Ripley (1969) considers as being i·he 
dilemma of t·he modt:~rn museum - how to conlfoue to serve the trod~ 
itional i:ublic while reoching oul· to meet the needs of the new public • 
. (35) Although 1'he characteristics end interests of these groups differ 
to a large extent there is sufficient common ground to enable museums 
to serve both groups adequate! y. Once museologist~ have a fair know-
ledge of the common interests and needs of the old cmd new public, 
which the museum mu:.t :>erve1 an attempt can be made to reorganize the 
activities of the museum so that it becomes a vabab! e asset in a comrnun~ 
Hy instead of being only a liability. 
All museums probably h<Ne enough information on means of reorganizing 
and revitalising museum activities but this knowledge cannot be used 
fully until the museums also know enough abou!· the communit}' which 
they must serve. Although Frese (1960) has given a good genarol outline 
of the changing museum public more specific infornwl·ion is of course 
necessary to provide guidelines for the different museums. 
Whal· Doughty (1968a) said of 1·he British museums can also be said of 
Soul·h ,h,frican museums: "In its affected self esteem the profession has 
not lost touch wil'h its public - it simply never_ found it, or even 
attempted to." (36) V?ig_l' (19720) is one of the fe·..v who have commented 
on the South African visiting public and she pointed out that it is no 
easy matter to defin•;i the communities served by South African museums. 
(:~7) Communities range from highly lndustriaiized White society V(ith 
a high lil'eracy !ev~~o t·he Non-White tr~nsitional society w!th vary-
ing lif'erac)' levels and this makes it difflcuit to determine their economic, 
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socio-political and culturol levels and thei; historical background. 
Such information can only be obtained through some objective mec:ns 
of inquiry and with i·his in mind a survey of museum visitors was planned. 
Pub! ished repo;ts on surveys dons at cversec1s museums and al· i·he 
Oueen Victoria Museum in Salisbury were examined and they provided 
useful information on how such surveys could be carried out and on 
possible questions which could be asked. (20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26). 
A complete description of the design of the survey will be given in 
the next chap!·er and the relevant results of lhe other surveys wil I be 
included in the discussions of the results of the current survey. 
Considering the lack of information the current survey is not an 
attempt" to provide an instant soluiion to the pi0blerns of defining 
the communities served by the South African museums - at best it can 
only be seen as an attempt to obtain some factual and objectively 
trustworthy information, of a general nature, on the visiting pub! ic. 
Once such information is obtained museum pol icy can be based on fact·· 
ual information instead of on personal pre-conceived convictions. 
The information could also provide guide! in es for further research. 
The scope of the survey is limited. Only one section of the community 
served by the museums could be examined and that is the relatively 
sma!! secl'ion which actua! I y vbi1's the museums. The icrge number of 
those who never visit museums are also part of the community which 
museums should serve and in the current survey they could not be 
examined. 
The survey also had to be I irnited to museums in the Cape Province as 
it was impossible k1 cover museums throughout South Africa. The import-
ance of this limitation is questionobl e: the survey was carried out dur-
ing the summer holiday season (from December to the end of February) 
\-vhi ch meant that al though only the Cape museum!' were involved H 
is Ii ke! y that many vis Hing these museums during the ho! iday season 
were from other provinces or from overseas. The survey would supply 
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individual n"!useums with fundamentai foc~s nbout i·heir '.1idtors but if 
l l l d • ' I • • • ' l • ' tnese resu ts are poo e· nct1onai trenas ;n museum v1s1tm[! cou1d tie 
revealed and not necessarily only trends wilhin the Cape. 
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CHAPTER 2 -· A SURVEY OF MUSEUl'/1 ViSITORS IN THE CAPE 
A: DESIGN 
The questionnaire method -
With the airns of the survey in mind it was obvious that only two 
methods would supply the reqL1ired data: the self-administered 
questionnaire and H1e interview. 
Research has shown that both these methods have advantages as v1el I 
as disadvantages~ 
- A questionnaire should not take more than 30 minutes to complete 
with the resull· that it can onl1· cover a narrow or resi-rici·ed arec::i 
while through depth interviewing a widei range of data could be 
ob!·ained. 
An interviewer may inhibH certain answers (e.g. in connection 
wHh occupation and income) while the relative anonymil·y of the 
questionnaire results in frank answers. 
The interviewer can probe de~per to clarify unclear or irrelevant 
answers and can thus help the respondent to answer lruthfully. 
To be able to asnwer a questionnaire the respondent must be able 
to read and write and this would exclude some people from an 
investigation. 
The questionnaire method is cheaper and e~sier (i.e. also I ess time 
consuming) when a large sc1rnple covering a wide area is involved. 
While f·he interview is a more flexible method ·rhe questionnaire, 
if drawn up correctly~ is not open to a subjecrive analysis of the 
cmswers. 
Considering these factors and the circumstances under which !he survey 
had to be carried out, a was decided to make us_e of the questionr~aire 
method - the researcher could not vi sh al I the museu1T1s to conducl· 
inl·erviews and cs rr.ost of the museums have staff shortages it could 
hardly be expected thnt members of staff should help with the interviews. 
It has been found that the qufdionnairc is cm effeclive resi::orch tool 
onl>' if a select group i:. \·he sublecl' o:F the study. The directbn of 
this bia~iis towdrds those who are interested in th0 ::ubiec\' matter, 
I 
have a higher education and me higher in socioeccnomic status (1) 
There was no way in which to control for this bias - H could only 
be kept in mind and checked against the results. 
Development of the auesl'ionnaire -
Goode cmd Hatt (1952) suggested that" ... it is clear that the quest·· 
ionnaire is most useful when a considerable amount of exploratory 
work has narrowed the qt;estions to be answered. The respondents 
are not likely to take to work out careful discriminations of 
attitude, personal history, and value. The questionnaire itself must 
do this, for the respondents to choose from, 11 (2) 
Wi rh this in mind areas of interest were selected and possible 
questions within 1·hese areas 'vV~re formulated. These questions were 
discussed wil·h experts in the museum profession and at their suggest-
ions questions 'Nere altered end added. The following areas of interest 
were select~d: personal details of the visitor, reasons for visit, factors 
related to the museum huilding itself, the displays and publications. 
From a rather long list of questions the most relevant were selected 
fo:· a pilot study - an attempt to clarify and refine the questions 
and to test the feasibility of using a multiple-choice questionnaire. 
THE FIRST PILOT STUDY -
For this pilot stL•dy the quesl'lonnaire, consisring of 14 multiple~ 
choice questions, was availa,bl e only in English. (The questions asked 
in this pilot study are included in an ·appendix). The study was done 
at the South African National Gallery in C.ape Town on the 27th and 
28th of September 19'/5. 
Visitors le9\~.ir~g the Galler)' on that Saturday and Sunday were asked 
at random to complel·e the q1Jestionr.aire. .Al toghether 40 were _comp-
leted - a rather small sample but not too many people could be 
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detained lri the foyer of the Gallery at the same i'ime and k1rge fomily 
groups, of ~vhich there were many over the \Veekend, were subsequently 
... l ' no, approocnea, 
On examining i·he results (incll'lded in cm appendix) it was obvious 
which ques!fons werenol· clear and had to be restructured or omitted. 
E.g. quesl'ion No. 4: "Do you belong l'o a 1Friends of the /'Auseum' 
association ? 11 seemed use! 1~ss as an indication of involvement vvilh 
lhe activities of the Gallery. Not one of the 40 respondenl"s belonged 
to such an association and 4 t'lon-Whites I eft the question unasnwered, 
possibly quite unaware of the exisi·ence of such an association. Such 
results suggest that our assoC:ations of "friends" are seiec:t groups nol' 
known i"o the general public which is a pity as they could do much i'o 
promote and improve the image of an71 museum. 
More than one answer was frequent I y chosen to some questions (e. g 
questions 1, 7 and 10) and it was decided t·'.) emphcisizc the foct that 
only one answer had to be chosen by adding" Choose on! y ONE answer'." 
to those questions for which some may be !·empted to choose more 1han 
one answer. 
Some respondents failed to answer cerl'ain questions bu! t· his was 
regarded as ct normal response - 11 ••• with!n the questionnaire ... 
some questions wit I remain unanswered ... the researcher will do 
well to re~tudy careful I y an>' question for which the refusal rat:e is 
over 5 per cent.•: (3) In this pilot study lhe refusal rate did not 
reach 5% and some of the "refusals" were due to the respondents 
failing to turn f'o the last page - an imporf'ar.t factor which had to 
be kept in mind for the fin..:~I format of th_e ques!'ionnaire. 
It was suggested that the questions on e.g. race, level of education 
and age would not willingly be answered by all. Hortnian et al 
(1968) in a stLrdy of 1·he public reaction to opinion surveying found 
that 7% of the people interviewed obiected to a question on age, 
"j% to a question on educa\·ion and only a rn!nimo! number to a 




As such questions were lrnportonl in !he present survey it was 
d .d . • I I ' • • ' d ! • • ec1 eo to me uae tnem in o. simple cm C!ear manner ... nopmg 
that the anonymity of the questionnaire would promol·e frank 
answers. In the results of the first pilot srudy these questions cHd 
not show an unusual I>' high non-response rate and there seemed .· 
to be no good reason lo I eave them out or to change them. 
It was, however! decided to generalize the questions somewhat 
so that the information obtained applied to museums in general and 
not just· to the museum ar ·which the questionnoires were comp! eted. 
E.G. the question on what the vis Hor thought of' the displa}'S aJ the 
museum was changed to a question on what the visitor would most 
enjoy seeing .when visiting a new museum. (A comparison of the 
. . 
questionnaires used in the t\¥0 pilot studies wil I provide me.ire such 
examples.) 
THE SECOND PILOT STUDY -
This study cannot rightfully be referred to as _a "pretest11 as the 
contents of the questionnaire were not nearly flnolized and l·he 
format was by no means final : even the method of distributing 
the questionnaires could not resemble the method used in the survey. 
Copies of the questionnaire (questions asked are included in cm 
appendix), in both English and Afrikaans, were left with the door-
keepers al" the South African National Gallery and ar the Stellen~ 
bosch Museum from the 4th l'o the 6th October 1975. 
In both cases the visitors, on entering the museum, were asked 
whether t·hey would complete the questionnaires while going through 
the museum and hand them back to the doorkeeper when leaving. 
, 
Altogether 73 questionnaires were completed and the results indic·· 
ated that most of the initial problems hod been overcome. in 
most cases only one answer to each question was chosen and ihe 
number of unanswered quesli ons decreased. Unfortunate I y respond-
ents OfJain foiled to t0rn to 1he last page of the questionnaire. (The 
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results are included i.:n aii cippendix). 
It became cl ear thett comments could b~! on inh::resiing source of 
information but at this stage the comments were not e.g. quali~ 
fications and did not indicate unclea!" or difficult ouestions. 
. ' 
Considering these resL1l t£ it was assumed that the contents of the 
questionnaire were clear enough, not boring for \·he well-educated 
respondenh: and yet nor too difficuh for !hose who have had I itf'l e 
fon11al education. Most people were willing (some even eager) to 
complete the questionnaires and thh; rnethod of obtaining informat-
ion seemed acceptable to al I. 
B: METHOD 
At this stage museums throughout the Cape Province were approached; 
all the provincial museums as well as i'he larger s.tal«3 aided and 
municipal museums were invil-ed to take port in the survey. (5) A 
circL"lar lel'ter and report on the two pilot studies were i;ent to each 
museum. The contenl" cmd format of the questionnaire were finalized. 
) 
The content V!OS reduced_ photographicol ly to fit onto one A4 sheet -
English on the one side and Afrikaans on the reverse. Using such 
- . 
single sheets the cost of p::lper was reduced considcrabl y and it was 
hoped that a questionnaire which 11 looked 11 short - or.I y one paga -
would more readily be completed by visitors who v;ould otherwise 
probably not have time. Foirly sl'iff board Was used so that the . 
respondents did not real! y need a table ot wh!ch to comp! ei'e the 
questionnaires. It was hoped that such an acsthel'ically pleasing 
and compact format would furthe1· motivate the visHors to complete 
the questionnaires. 
This layout and design could not be subjected to a pretest because 
of l'Jck of time. A copy of the questionnaire is included in an 
appendix. 
Of the 38 museums which were contacted initially 31 \vanted l·o take 
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part in the survey. Of the 7 who would not be h:i!dng part: l did 
not reply, 1 museum did not want to take part without giving a 
good reason and the other 5 were either in 1·he process of moving 
and/ or not yet open to !he public. Various curators sum3ested 
other museums which should be included in the survey and finally 
36 museums were taking part. A I ist of these museums is included 
in an appendix. 
Distribution and instructions to museums -
foch museum was provided with questionnaires by the beginning of 
December 1975; the number depended main! y on the size and situation 
of f'he museum and ranged from 150 per museum to 560. Most of the 
museums were, however, provided with 250 questionnaires. 
The method of distribui'ion of the questionnaires at the museums was 
left to the curators. They were left free to distribute the questionn-
aires in the way which best suited the circumstances ar 1·he museum. 
At some of the smaller muse~ms 
1
'5itors were always shown through and 
as a maHer of course the ati'endant could then tell the visitors what the 
survey was about and ask them to comp! e·i·e the questionnaire. At 
larger museums where h_undre_ds_ p~!~ through daily this was of course 
not possible, in some cases the visitors wern given que$tionnaires 
when buying their tickets or the questionnaires were just left e.g. on 
a table s.o the visitors were free to pass them by or to comp! et·e one. 
Admiltedly this was not an objective, scienf·ific sampling procedure 
but as the success of the study was large! y dependent on lhe goodv;!ll 
and co-operaffon of the museums this method had to be accepted. 
Some museums stated explicitly that they would co-operate but 
that they have staff shortages and did not want too-·much "troubl e 111• 
The museums were requested to ret·urn the questionnaires wh,:')n they 
were all completed, or, at the latesl· by the end of February 1976. 
This meant that the museums had the questionnaire throughout the 
larger parl· of the summer ho! iday season. It was hoped that the 
return r.ah' would be high Vv'ith the higher attendance figures during 
1·hese months. 
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It has been pointed oul· previously thot the questionnaires shculd 
ideali}' have been left at the museum for a longer period covedng 
the times when less tourists and casual visitors went to the museums. 
It is I ikel y that on! y a smo.11 proportion of the visitors who completed 
the questionnaires wero 11 serious museum visitors". However, through 
lock of time a halt had to be called to data col I ecting by mid-March 
and the influence of the ho! iday-_~easc>n on the lype of museum 
visitor had to be kept in mind when discussing the results, 
Early in February a progress report [-tas sent to al I museums togel"her 
with a reminder that the questionnC1ires had to be returned by the 
end of the month._ (A copy is inciuded in an appendix). This was 
effective as not on_e museum foiled to return the questionnaires in 
time. 
The dal'a obtained from 1·he questionnaires -
The data obtained from the q'uestionnaires was analyzed by computer 
and all the comments which were writi'en on the qLtestionnaires were 
recorded. 
By mid-March all the museums which had taken part in the survey 
received the following: a copy of the resull·s of the particular 
museum, a copy of all the comments made by visi!"ors to that museum, 
a letter in which the results were briefly discussed and compared with 
results of other museums and in which the museur~ was thanked for co-
operating in the survey. One last questionnaire was also sent along 
with the request that it should be comp! eted and returned to the 
researcher as soon as possible. (The questions asked in lhis last 
questionnaire are included in Gn appendix). 
After briefly examining the result'~~ seemed necessary to obtain 
some additional information on each museum e.g. if many vis if-ors 
to a parHcular museum commented on the lack of information and 
the need for a guide-booklet it seemed worthwhile to find out 
whether guide booklets were on saie at the particular museum. 
Generally the infom1ation obtolned through this lasr questionnaire 
·served to clarify the results of the actua.l survey. 
All the museums complei'ed this last questionnaire except the 
Martello Tower Museum which was not prepared to provide 
. information on opening hours, entrance fees etc. Such informa-
tion had to be sought elsewhere. 
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CHAPTER 3 "'RESULTS AND Dl scus~~lOi'-! OF THE SURVEY 
Al together 6664 compleh:;d questionnoirns v;ere returned by the end 
of Februar}' 1976 - this represented a return rate of 68. 7%. 
The numbers returned by the individual museums varied considerabl)' •· 
from 21 returned by the S.A. Missionary Museum in King Williamis 
Town to 552 returned by Groot Constantia. (A breakup of the returns 
is included in an appendix). 
Considering i·he numbe1·s of visil-ors to the individual museums in 
relation to the number of completed questionnaires returned the 
smaller museums fared better than the lorger museums. E.G. the 
Burgersdorp Cultural Hisi·ory Museum had 263 visitors during December 
and Januaq1 cmd 186 cornplel'ed questionnaires were returned afrer 
this period. The Soul'h African Museum had 104, 389 visitors dL1ring 
. December t":ir1d January and only i17 questionnaii·es were completed 
during December, Januar}' ond February'. 
This huge discrepancy is possib!>' due to the foct thai· someone super-
vised the comp! et ion of the questionnaires at the Burgersdorp Museum 
while the doorkeeper 'Nil·h whom the questionnaires were IP.ft at the 
S.A. Museum was less co-operntive and the quesl'ionnalrcs were: 
not handed to visitors but were left at the desk where the entran:::e 
fees had to be paid. This suggesl·s that Cl little friendliness on the 
part of the museum attendant could make a big difference 1·0 the 
response of the pub! i c. 
The l·otal response ral'e of 68. 7% is, however, satisfaci·ory considering 
the limiti~d time for v"·hich the questionnaires were left at the museums. 
Some curators reported that visitors did not went io cornpl. ete the 
questionnr.ilres as they wen~ tired of them - they had been asked to 
complete a questionnaire at every museum they visired 1• The limit-
ation of the area covered by the survey was obviOL1sly also a factor 
which influenced the response rate . 
There is no reason to believe that the questionnalre was too difficult. 
For no quesJ·bn the non-response rate exceeded the 5% I imit suggested 
by Goode and Hatt (1952) cind only 12 questionnaires were discarded. 
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Visitors were asked to choose only one answer to each question and 
to mark it by circling the oppropriate numb·::'!r .. Quite a few chose 
more than one answer in some cases (frequently commenting that 
they could not do otherNise) and this was then tctken as a non-response 
by the punch machine operators for the purpose of analysis by comp-
uter. It was hoped that the choice of more than one answer would 
be avoided by adding "choose only ONE answer'. •i to some questions 
but it may have been more effective to have let i·he visitors know 
that more than one response would be counl·ed as a non-response 
for the purpose of anal ys!s. 
Very few visitors actually circled the appropriate number, theyused 
just about any other way of indicating their answer - crossing, 
ticking, under! ining 1 arrows and other signs.. Fortunal·ely this did 
not matter too much and the punch machine operators could stil I 
work directly frorr'I the quesl'ionnaires. 
Distribution at the various museums varied considerably as expected. 
At 16 of the museums the canpletion of the questionnaires was super-
vised e.g. the visitors were told aboL1t the survey and asked to 
complete the questionnaires, some were reminded that they should 
choose only one answer - this was usually the case at the smaller 
museums. At 5 museums there was some supervision and at the other 
15 there was none. 
This variation influenced the number of questionnaires which were 
completed but apparently made no difference to the actual response 
of the visitors, Close supervision could have been an inhibiting 
factor and it could have been expected that e.g. when visitors 
were closely supervised they wruld not feel so free to scribble 
comments on the questionnaires. This was not the case as it was 
found that the number of comments by visitors to a particular mus~ 
eum is in relation to the number of questionnaires completed at that 





Constantia while this musm;rn also returned the largest number of 
completed questionnaires. 
Ali comments a!e inc! uded in an cppendix cmd will be discL•ssed in 
detail at .a later stage_. The most relevant comments w!ll be included 
in the discussions of the different questions and in a separate section 
the comment$ and the personal information of the visitors who comment-
ed wil i be discussed in some detc1il . 
The re.sul ts of ecch individual museum will not be included in an 
appendix but the resui ts of !·he toial 36 mus"wms is included as 
well as the re.sul ts for the up-country museums and the cl ty museums. 
Additional !nformation was obtained by selecting 1·he personal variables 
of the visHors and computing the results for each of these variables. 
This mean!· that by taking e.g~ the race variables - African,. Coloured 
Indian ond White and computing the results for each of these one 
could determine whether the. different racial groups responded 
different!)'· Sirnilarl>' the results of the age 1 residence and education 
variables were computed. If mentioned in tha discussions these results 
will be included in an appendix. 
In the follow!:-19 sections the results of the individual questions will._ 
be discussed together with some of the most relevant comments. 
QUESTION 1 
You came to this museum today MAINLY: (results given as percentages 
for al! questions) 
- because you just happened 
to be passing. 
2- becauseitisfun. 















t- to bring the child1._·e_n_. ________ 9_._5 ______ 8_ .. _5 _____ 1_1_.o_ 
~ 30 .. 
99. 2% of the visitors an:;wered this question on the reason for 
their visit to the museum and of those a very significant majority 
indicated 1·hat they went to the museum bacause they were interested. 
(1) There is, however, an indicction thal· the visitors were not 
interested in particular exhibits bui" rather more generally interes-
ted. C~uil'e G few vi::;itors deleted 11 particuiar exhibits" and even 
substituted 11 particular11 with 11 01! 11 ~ 
The second I argesl· group of visitor~ (19, 7%) went to the museum 
because they just happ,;!ned to be passing - more so at the up-
country museums (22. 6 %) than at the city museums ( 15. 2%). 
Considering the hol idc:y season this difference could suggest that 
the visitors on the way to e.g. a holiday at the coast stopped at 
some ofthe towns and visited the museums - just because they happ-
ened to be passing through. 
Furl'her analysis showed that age and residence are also fa-::i'ors 
in determining the reasons for visiting et 1nuseum. 
18 & under 19 - 35 36 - 55 Over 55 
-----·-· 
- happened to be passing 15.9 22.4 18.2 
2 - fun 26.6. 18.8 13.6 
3 - interest 53,0 50.4 50.4 
4 - children 3.7 7.8 17.0 
·-------
Inspecting the conlTibuting vCtlues of the overall chi-squared it is 
observed that for every possibi e response there is a ~ingl e chi -
'.~ 14. 4.1 
60.3 
4.~ 
value which is larger than the others. E.g. of the visitors who indic-
ated i·hat they went to the museum because they were interested 
the lorgest single value was due to the category 11 over 55 11 and H 
can then be said f'hat this cof'egory shows most devial'ion from 
expectation. 
Similarly, of the visitors who went to the museum for fun !·he !m·f]est 
single vcilue was due to the cal·egory "rn and under11 , the largest 
group to visit the muse\m1 beccv:;c 1·hsy wern pas:dng were those aged 
11 19 to 35" ond the :'36 to 55" went main!}' to take the children. 
These results clearly show that the vistors who fall into the differnni· 
age groups to a large exknt visit the museums for differenf· reasons -
the most obvious reasons; the young for fun, the '19 to' 35's casually 
passing by1 i·h.:;; 36 to 55's to bring the.:: children who are probably i"hen 
at i·he age when such a visii would be fon and the more serious minded 
over 55 1s beca:.ise they are interested . 
. The residence variable .wm. not ver)' important in determining the reasc.m 
for vlsii-ing museums. The lctrgest values of the overall chi-squared were 
those of the 11 overseas 11 category. This category deviated from expect-
ation in three instances : visiting 1·he museum for fun, because 1-hey 
were passing and to bring the children. 
The commeni·s were more informative, oarticu!arlv i·he comments ' . 
of those who did not answer the question but explained the reason for 
their visit. A few came l"o bring visitors, one wanted to sea ii· as 
port of the country while onother was visil-ing al I the museums thcii' day. 
Of the 52 visit·ors who did not answer the question (or who chose more 
than one answer) "18 offered explanations. This suggests that the 
visitors do really know why they visit museums and they are quil·e pre-
pared f'o say just why even if the reasons are so diverse as 11 to buy the 
packages of special cards" or "looking for a toilet 11 or "because it 
was raining and we happen to I ive nearby" ..•.. 
The findings for i'his question are bosically the same as the findings for 
similar questions in other surveys. Kerr and Hobley (1974) found the.it 
59.6% visited the museum to look around generally and 12.5% to show 
the children. (2) Cruicbhank (1972) found that 50% cf the visitors 
came chiefly to look around and he concluded that al-rhough they cc.m1e 
to look arnund, they were not there merely by chance'. (3) Basically 
this indicates that the visitors were generally interes·i·ed in sE?:eing what 
the museum had to offer. The number who came simply to pass the 
Hme was comparatively sma!l - 4% in Cruickshank's study and 3% in 
the Kerr and Hob! ey study. 
QIJESTIOhi 2 
You FIRST got to bovv aboui" rhis mus(ium: 
total 24 up-country 12 In cirie:> 
1 - through the radlo 1 newspaper 
or other information media 
2 - You have always known about it 









6.0 13. I 
The spoken word is stii l the best advertisemeni for museums despite the radio, 
television and the !ncreadng popularil-y of e.g. Publicity Associations and 
· Tourist lnfc~·maifon Centres. Significant! y more visitors (32. 5%) go1· to know. 
about the museum they \-Vere visiting from "friends" than from any other 
source. The term "friend~" was apparent·!>' interpreted rather loosely by 
the visitors; some were more speci Fie in f·heir comments and they indic-
ated that they heard about the museum e.g. from 11 family", 'a student 
son at Rhodes" and on overseas visitor heard aboul· !he museum from "local 
folk met today, but friends 1." Such responses emphasize the importance 
of parsonalized means of communication in recruiting museum visHors, 
The second largest number of museum visitors (31. 9%) indicated that 
the:y have always known about the museum, This seemed a fair alter-
native l'o include as mcmy people would probabl>' quite honesi·ly not 
have been able to recall exactly how the museum first came to his or 
her notice. 
Only 23.5% of the visitors indicated that they first got to know about 
1·he museum 1·hrough the radio, newspaper or other information media. 
Considering that this one response represented various media the 23 .5% 
is a relatively small proportion. Of the people who chose this response 
34 in some way qualified their am.wer - they underlined or deleted 







"Other information madia" was frequentlj' underlined and frequently 
' ' 
also described furthflr c1s be:ng a "tout .. isi· office", "tourist bureau 11 or 
"information bureau - toudsm ". Such cmnments were made by varl·· 
ous visitors to particuiarl)' the follo'Nlng museums: Duggan Cronin 
Bontu Gallery, Kaffro.rian f\/\useum, C.P. Nel Museum, Worcester 
Museum and the Martel Io Tower Museum. 
Such tourist information bureaus are obviously ve:·y useful in spread-
ing kn owl edge about museums and it is 1·0 be hoped that they will be 
kept fully informed at all l'imes obout f'he activities of interest and 
the development at the museums. 
"Other informarion media" was also shown to be the roau si~Jns indi·-
cating where the museums ore. A.gain these comments were made by 
visitors 1·0 particular museums - Our Heritage Museum, Caledon, 
Calvinia and Worcesh~r !V1useums c:nd 1·he l<affrarian Museum, bu!-
20 other museums also reported thcr there were road signs indicating 
where the museum was. 
Of those who did not answer the question many cgain explained 
their reasons in comment form and it was clear that coincidence is an 
important fc:ctor in getting to know about museums ~ unfor·i·~nately a 
factor for which no allowance was made. Many visitors indicated 
that they simply "saw" the museum when walking or driving past. 
One visitor to the Drostdy Museum was more specific Q• he had been 
attracted by the displays outside and then saw that there was a 
museum. This suggests t·hat museums co.n make sure of being noticed 
by the casual passerlJ}', perhaps something more than the usual clean 
facade and brass sign next to the Joor'. 
There were also a few serious museum visitors who indicated that !he}' 
always look for a museum when passing through a town or that they 
always visit museums when in a new town. However, allowance for 
this factor \.Vas made in a separate question which will be discussed 
later; 
Considering .the large numbers of school children who ore taken on 
- 34 ~· 
visits to museums throur~hout the country suprisin3!>· few indicated 
that they fo·s\· hear abour the museum ai· school - on! y 8. 8% or the i"ota! 
samp;le. When inspecting J·he values of the ovornll chi-squared it is 
observed that the largest single value for the response "at school" 
is i·hat of the category !118 and under". This ind.lcat!on that i·he 
younger visitors are the ones who first gol· to knov1 about the rnuset.;ms 
at school suggests that the emphasis whlc:h has been placed on school 
visits to muse1Jms during 1·he past few yems wil I po.y off on rhe long run. 
Of the contrib:;ting values of the overall chi-squared the largest single 
values for thls response ore those for the African and Coloured groups. 
Such a significant deviation from expectation shov-1:; tho!· school visits to 
museums ore very valuable in creciting an (Jwareness of mu£eums amongst· 
especialiy African o.nd Coloured youths. 
local S.A. oversea5 
fi - information med 1;----.. --f 3. 2 2.c: ') 3{, 0 :~ 
12 
J,.-_ 
- known 51.8 28 .:3 10.2 
3 from friends 24.5 33.2 44.7 
4 - at school 10.0. 9.6 1 'J . • v 
A further anolysis of the residenc~ variable brought up some interest-
ing points. In the tol·al sample more people heard about the museum 
from friends than through any other m~-ans and this also applies for 
overseas visitors. The category "overseas" has the largest slng!e value 
of all the contributing values of the overall chi-squared for the response 
i•from friends". 
One \Vould have expected that it would have been more likely i·hat 
overseas visitors would get to know about museums J·hrough tourist 
infomwtion bureaus. Contrary !·o expecl'at!ons word of moui·h remuins 
the museums best adverl'isement even when it comes to overseas 
visitors'. Of course the "other informotion medial! must not be neglec-
ted - 36.2% of the overseas visitors got to know about the musuems 




Of !'he who! e sample 31 . 9% cf i"he visi :·ors had a I ways known about 
I f' • I . . l T' . • ' • !J h t' tne museum - a a1r y ni9n p~scentage. his 1s exp!ameu w .er: no 
contributing values of the overall chi ·-·squared are examined. The 
lnrgest single vcdue ii; rhat due to 1·he 11 locoi" category and i·his 
shows \·hat the vls Hots know· about and have probably grown 
up knowing aboul· their !oca! museums but possibly have to learn 
about f·he museums in 0H1e1· oreas. 
All these findlnos are arJaln much the same as !hose of o!·her ··' ....,; 
researchers. Kerr and Hobley (1974) found thai· :34.6% of the 
visitors heard abou!· the museum from friends, 4.4% through seeing 
a poster, 1. 7% from a school oui'ing and 8. 9% through f'he T. V., 
radio, newspap-::r ·advert or journal article. (4) 
Cruickshank (1972) reported that 29% heard about the museum from 
friends, 23% al" school, and 14% through a poster or newspaper . 
adverl'isement. (5) E1win (19ZO) reported that 46% of i·he non-
visil"ors had heard about !'he museum from a friend, 37% by tele-
vision and 20% through the press. (6) 
All these researchers used different response categories but bosical I y 
the resu! ts are the same - 11 heard from friends'' is the most common 
response with "other informai'ion media" a close second. In the 
present study the various information media could not be offered as 
separate response categories. In a later study the successes of the diff~· 
erent information media could be examined as this is a rather invol-
ved mai-ter. At present ii" must wffice to point out" that museums 
should constant! y be devising new ways of "~el ling their goods." 
Peers (1968) suggesfed that "No opportunities should be lost,.. 
no agencies neglected, no local departmenl·s or organizations forgotten 
in our efforts to attract more visitors to our museums. The more visitors 
you have this yem, 1·he rnore you will have next, because they will 
tell their friends and neighbours how much they enjoyed f·heir visit. 
This sort of propaganda h nol" expensive, but ir is, nevertheless 
extremely effective." (7) 
QUESTION 3 
When you vislt Cl tovvn do you usually visit ihe museum if }'OU have 
time? 
1 - Usua!I >' not 
2 - Always try to 
21.9 
77.0 ~-] 
A significant proportion of the visitors always try to go to the museum 
when they visit a new town. There is of course no way of knowing 
whether they actually do so but this is no!' really a problem. Goode 
and Hatt (1952) also suggested that 11 ihe problem is not the distinction 
between professed attitudes and actual behaviour. This is a false 
issue • . . Verbal behaviour is one kind of actuai behaviour and 
expresses certain dimensions of sociai r€-ality which are as real as 
any other kind. The fact i·~at a group expresses cm ideal is of greal· 
importance for behaviour even when there is much nonconformity 
with the ideal." (8) 
This question also elicited few comments and had a low non-response 
rate (1. i%) ai1d this further suggests that the visitors really know 
what they usuCllly do or would like to do. 
If the 77% represents ideal behaviour and nof' actual behaviour one 
can wonder if the reason for such a discrepancy lies only with the 
visitor or perhaps also with the museums. It does not seem unlikely 
that museums l'o· a certain extent prevent visitors from conforming 
with their visiting ideals - one need only look at the opening hours 
of 1·he museums . 
Of the 36 museums which took part in the survey not two have the 
some opening hours: The up-counlT>· museums general I}' open 
early (many at 8. 00 or 8 ~ 30 am.) and the cit}' museurns later, 
usuaily qt 10 om. t·Aost museums dose at 11 lunch time 11 and this 
"lunch time" vcwies considerably from place to place; it could be 
from '12. 30 to 2. 00 pm . , from 12; 15 to 2. 15 prn • / frcm 12. 00 to 
3.00 pm., or simply bciwcen 1.00 and 2.00 pm. 
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Opening hours over the wc"-'kends also vary considerobiy, frequeni·I>' 
· musuems are open on a Saturday morning o.nd sornetimes also for a 
short time (2 hours} on a Sunday afternoon. Many museums are closed 
on Sunda)rS and some also on other days of i·he week. 
The opening hours of the museums in the cities seem to be, !f no1· 
Ideal, at I east more suitable than the hours of most up,-country 
museums. There is much I ess day 1·0 day variation in the ope11ing 
hours of the city museums e.g. the South African Naifonal Gallery 
is open from 10.00 am to 5.00 pm every day; 1·he S.A. Museum is 
open from 10 .00 am to 5. 30 pm from Mondays to Saturdays and from 
2. 00 i·o 5. 00 pm on Sundays and 1-he P. E. Museum is open every day 
· from 9. 00 to 1 , 00 pm and from 2. 00. to 5. 00 pm. 
The up-country museums on the ol,her hand try to keep to the up-
country business hours which are usually from 8.00 to 12.30 or 
1 • 00 pm and from 2. 00 to 4. 30 or 5. 00 pm, for the weekdays. Over 
the weekends they close like all the other businesses and it seem as 
though some musc~ums do the pub! ic a "favour" by opening for a 
few hours on a Saturday monring and parl"icularl}' on a Sunday 
ofternoon. 
One wo;ld I ike f'o cirt!cize the museums severely for this rather 
haphazard selection of opening hours which are more than enough to 
frustrn1,e any would-be museum visitor. Yet, when it is considered 
thai· at many musuems there are only 2 or 3 staff members with the 
curator h'1ving to acl· as a guide lecturer it is not surprising 1·hat 
the museums simply have to close at certain i"imes during the week to 
allow some time for administrative work. It just seems strange that 
al I the muse•Jms up-counl'ry cannot have the same opening hours 0 • 
there seems l'o be no good reason why one museum shou!d close at 
12.00 forlunch, one at 12.45pm ond the next al· l ~OOpm. 
Some arrangement should also be mc1de for the weekends - the 
museums shou!d slmpiy not close for the better part of the weekend. 
This makes it impossible for those who work al! week long and also 
on c Saturd0y monring ic ever visit a museum. if' is oiso extremely 
inconvenient for families who want to go out over the weekend or 
" 
for tourists wli'h ti!;;hl" schedules .. 
., 
Inspecting the values of th.~ overall chi-squared it is observed 
that the largest single value for 1·he response "Always lry to" 
is that of the category 11 Coloured". This deviation from .expeal'.--
ancy is interesting for many of the up .. ·countr}' museums get few or 
none Coloured visitors. Clearly the 81. 5% of the Coloureds who 
say that they usual !y tr}' to visit a museum when they visit a 
town is a nJ!cction of f·he ideu.! of the grcup. 
The museums can work towards realizing !·his ideal. Perhaps so'me 
of the up-country museums could start by activeiy making it known 
that Non-Eu;·opeafls are aiso allowed to visit the museums. l\n 
employee at the Ste! !enbosch Museum pointed out that the !'.!on-
European:; fretjuentl y did not knov1 that they were all owed ~-o vi sh 
the museums - when they looked in at ·the door t·hey v/ere surprised 
to be invited to come in and go through the museum' .. This ls 
probably also the case at rriany 01·her museums, particularly nt 
the smal I up-country museums. 
Analysis of the oi·her personal variables revealed no significant 
informal-ion and the few comments were hcrdly informative -: mainly 
. those who did not answer the question commenl·ed and mo;;t of th~:rn 
pointed out that they 11 sometimes 11 or "on occasions" visHed the 
museums when they visit towns. 
QUESTION 4 
You visit a museum: 
Total 24 Up-country 12 Ch)' 
l - at least once a rnon1+1 
I 
, . 
2 e• at east once every u months 




9.3 9.7 1 
31.ul 
59.7 54. 1 
---------·----
27.2 
Most visitors indicated that 1·he)· visit o museum about once a year with 
those who visit a museum about tvvice a year in second place. The 
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non-response rate for this qliesl·ion was fair! y high (4%} and there 
were mcmy commenl·s; this is an indication that ir was not such an 
"easy" question to answer. 
From these results and also fron:i the comments it is'clear that them 
are few regular museum visitors, most are rather casuol visiting 
museums "when possible", "very seldom", "when l-ravell ing 11 or when 
they come to a museum which they have not visited before. There were· 
also comments such as "never" and 11 very seldom 11 or "When on holiday 
we visit many in a short time11 - an indication that the holiday 
season during which the questionnaires were completed must to a 
certain extent have had an influence on responses such as these. 
Inspecting the values of the overall chi-sq1.wred it is observed that 
the iargest singie value for the response "at least once a month" is 
that of the category 11 18 and under 11 i and for the response 11 about 
once a year" the category 1'.36 to 55". The deviation from expectancy 
for the 18 and under group could be due to. school visits to museums 
but why the "36 to 55" group shou id be the ones to visit museums 
least frequent! y is not cl ear. 
Similarly when analyzing the race variable the largest single chi 
value for the response "at I east once a month" is that of the cal·egory 
!I African" so of the few Africans who completed !he questionnaires 
a fairly large proport·aion are regular visitors. This also held for the 
Coloured visitors - of 1·he 205 Coloured visitors 20 .5% visit a 
museum a1· least once o month. It was good to find .that' of the few 
who vis ii· museums so many are regular visitors. 
Doughty (1968a) included a similar question in his survey of the 
visitors to the Uister Museum and found that 20% visited i·he 
museum al" least once a month (He called them habitual visitors), 
21 % once· in 6 months (cal I ed regular visitors), 21 % once a year 
(annual vis Hors) and the other 22% about once every 2 to 5 years. 
He further suggests that such a visil"ing pattern could give an indic-
a!"ion of the rate cit which exhibits should change, he thinks thai· a 
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more rapid change in eKh1birs· could encourage shorter interval5 
between visits. (9). That temporary exhibitions 5erve to attract 
mQny more vid tors to museums is an es ta bl ished fact but the 
relationship between !he rote cf changing exhibits and frequency 
of visits has not ye\' been studied. 
QUEST!Oi'.! 5 
Do you mind poying a small entrance fee when visiting a museum? 
r -Yes 
12 - No 
Total 24 Up-country 12 City 
. ·---·-----·--------
.. ----~ ·.: ____ ~~:~-- ~::: l 
This questfon VIC'S included at the request of the curatri>' of the 
Worcester Museum who pointed out that "Al I museums have financial 
troubles and thb is (l vita! item to us'1 • Clearly the visitors are prepared 
i'o make their contribution C$ a dgniflcant rnajorily are quite prepared 
to pay a srnal! entrance~ fee - provided that it is smal I. The non-
response rate was only . 8% which showed that the vis tors are quite 
sure of their own feelings. There were few comments and nearly di 
were intended to emphasize: the fact that th,~ entrance fee had to be 
small. The term "small" was apparenf·ly not clear enough as many 
visitors commented "How small???" - perhaps an example would 
have helped. Others did not mind lhe en!-rance fee at all saying 
thol· ii· was worthwhile or even "necessary for maintainence". 
Considering such findings H is interesting i·hc1t of the 36 museums 
takinsi part in the survey· more than half have no entrance charges 
whatsoever and some only minimal charges on certain days to keep 
out e.g. chi! dren that walk past the muse urn on !"heir way to the 
station. Davies (1974) suggested that there is only one valid 
argument of a general noture for or against admission charges - it 
•;could be succe.ssful in keeping visitors oui' - an effect that museums 
according J·o vc1rious circurnstonces might, or might net, wish 1• "(10) 
On the 01'11er hand Lickerish (1970) w;oki that': "Price should be 
studied as part of the producL Mos!' visitors prefer l'o pay for 
good things, rather ifo:m have poor things free. This is an age of 
great recreational spending. 11 (i l) Theatre and opera goers are 
prepared to pay for their tickets end thus contribute i·o such services 
so when it comes to asking a smd I entrance fee at museL1ms as a 
contilbution to the museum services it would not be a case of 
asking too much. The users of museums 5hould be prepared to 
contribute - even if it is just a little. 
Admittedly some peopie may be deterred from visiting museum:; if 
there were to be admission fees. In an attempt to determine which 
groups Wf;)re not prepared J·o pay admission charges (and would 
possibly be deterred from visiting museums by such charges) the 
age, race and residence voriables were analyzed. 
Inspecting the contribul'ing values of the overall chi-squared for 
the different voriab!es it is observed that the largest values for 
the response •:Yes(! rnind paying a srnal I en'trance fee)" are those 
of the categories 11 18 and under" and "Coloured". These groups 
show the largest deviation from expectancy and it can be expected 
thai- they would be the main groups who would be deterred by entrance 
under 18 19 to 35 36 to 55 over 55 
22.5 
77.0 
15. 5------15. 7 ----w. 21 
84. 1 83.5 78.2 
The "18 and under" group need not present a problem - if they are on 
an organi::ed school outinB they need not pay and if lhey are on their 
own the minimal chcrge (less than that· for adults) need not deter them -
surely they could afford 5 or 10 cents •, S l"udents, some of whom may 
foll into the age group, are ailowed free access to most museums and 
art galleries if 1hey ccm show their registration cards. At some museums 
children under 8 in the care of their parents ore also ail owed in free 
of charge. 
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African Coloured Indian White 
r----------·------





-Yes (mind to pay) 31.9_ 46.8 37.2 
----------------< 
The non-white:; are the ones who really object to paying an entrance fee 
with the Coloured group showing the large:;t deviation from expectancy. 
Yet, one wonders if they wiil not coni"inue visiting inus.0ums even if 
entrance fees should be introduced at all the other mu~eums. 
At the S.A. Museum there is an admission charge of 20 cents for adults 
over 16 (Unless they are students in possession of registration cards) and 
Wednesday·s and Saturdays are "free da}1s". During 1975 the museum 
had 230,654 White visitor~ and 194,919 Non-White visitors, during 
Januory 1976 i-l-1ere v.rere 20,448 White visil-ors and 20,723 Non-Whites. 
Such attendance figures hardly suggest that the visitors are deterred by 
entrance fee£ and for those who do not wish to pay or who really cannot 
pay there should (and usually is) a choice of 11 free days" of which one 
should be either a Saturday or Sunday. 
Considering the conlTibuting values of the overali chi-squared (of 
the residence variable) the smal I est single value for the response "Yes 
(I mind paying)" is that of the 9verseos group. They show the least 
deviation from expectancy and thus the l ecst objection to paying 
entrance fees when visiting rnuset.ims - tourists probably go about 
expecting to pay for ail they want to see ~ At leosl" it is known that 
they wil I not be put off by entrance fees. 
Since the 27th October 1970 when the Chcmcellor of the Exchequer 
announced the introduction of admission charges at all national 
museums and galleries in England there has been much speculation 
obOLrt the influence of such admission charges. With this in mind 
Mason (1974) included a question on this matter in his survey of 
visitors to the Manchester Museum. Giving 5p to 10p as an example 
of an admission char9e he asked visitors whether or not such a charge 
would influence their museum ·1isiting pattern - 66%indicated that 
it would no1'. He added that. the total re.;ponse may not be a good 
indicator of actual behaviour. (12) 
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At the l.,Jorwich Castle Muse.um there were different admission charges 
in summer and ln winter and McWi!liams and Hopwood (1973) included 
this issue in their survey. Generally they found thal a significant 
• • t • i: d • • h . th II k • 1 • d I I ma1on.y approved o. a m1ss1on.c arges Wi, s i le manua worKers 
most in favour and studenl"s and the senior managerial, administrative 
and professiorial class lea:;t in favour. 11 ( 13) 
It must be accepted that entrance fees will deter some visitors but 
Eccles (1974) said tha!· 11 Whatever this loss may be if it is set against 
the vasi· nuniber for whose arrival we shall have J·o spend huge surnsof 
money or they will never come at al!, then the balance of advantage 
is clear beyond dovbt. 11 (14) 
This suggests ihat entrance charges could be introduced at ol I the 
Cape Museums. In the Cape there is no provincial regulation in 
connection with such charges, such a decision depends entirely on 
the individual museums (cui·aJ·ors and boards of trustees). If it is 
decided thal· entrance chcirge s should be introduced it should be 
standardized •SO that the enfrance charges ot al I the museums wil I be 
the same - and not such a haphazard se!ecf'ior~ as the opening hours. 
QUESTION 6 
What about having a tearoom where you can rd ax at the museum? 
total 24 Up~country 12 Ci·iy 
71.8 
20.5 [ 
A good idea 




82. 1 ·-1 
15.9 _J 
This was an interesting and rather controver:drJl question judging from 
the comments, visitors were either for a tearoom or very much against 
it. 
A very significant majorit)•' lhoL•ght that a temoom at the museum 
would be a good idea, more ~o amongst the younger visitors ~·han 
amongst the older cnes. 
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18 and under 19 1·0 35 36 to 55 over 55 
r.:-------Edea 82.7 79 .1 75.0 7-3.71 
dea 16.7 19 .4 22.9 23.6 J 
Of the contributir.g vdues of the overa! chi-squared (for the response 
11 a good idea'0 the largest· single vc1lue is that of the category 11 18 ~nd 
under11 and the smdlest single value that of the categor>' "over 55 11 , 
t·hese categories thus show the most and least deviation from expect-
ancy. It seems as though the popularity of a tearoom decreases with 
age•. The 11 over 55 11 group al so had the highest non-response rate (2. 7%) 
which suggests that the idea of a tearoom at the museum is strange to 
them and they possibly do not feel that they know what would be best. 
local S.A. Overseas 
E ood idea 81.5 76.0 80.3 Jl ad idea 16.8 22.4 17.4 ~~--~~~~~~~--~~--~~-~~~~~~~-
It is interesting that more visitors who were visiting their local museums 
when they completed the questionnaire thought that a tearoom at the 
museum would be a good idea. It could be that the visitors who visit 
their local museums more regularly expect more from their museums 
than those who merely visit when travelling through. 
The overseas group who possibly have more experience of e.g. tearooms 
and restaurants at museums were cilso large! y in fovour of this idea. 
The highest non-response rate was also that of the overseas group (2. 2%) 
- some may have felt thal" they did not know enough about S.A. 
circumsl'ances to be able to make a fair judgement. 
This high non-response rate could also be linked to the question of 
apartheid. In the comments visitors poinl"ed out e.g. that a tearoom 
would be a good idea if it was for all races or that it would be a bad 
idea because of segregation. Many visitors, particularly overseas 
visitors, would hcive recillzed that a museum tearoom would surely 
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create even more prob! ems~ 
Regardless of this problem it is unlikely that any Cape museums will 
embark on such a venture - the most common objection being staff 
shortages and meagre financial resources. At some of the smaller 
museums the visitors are offered tea if they arrive at teatime but 
when visiting othei mL1seums they mtJst be satisfied to make use of 
tearooms or restaurants within walking distance from the museum -
24 museums reporl'ed that !'here were such facilities within walking 
distance. 
Brink {1970) suggests that "A museum should provide at least a tea-
room or caffoteria facil iii es, and 1 if circumstances al I ow preferably 
even a sophisticated restaurant. The idea is to encourage visitors 
to spend the day at the museum with their families and friends." (15) 
If the financial position of museums should improve such foci! ities 
shoLJld be considered - the r:esults of this surve}' indicate thCtl· this 
would be wekomed by most visitors. 
Many visitors in their comm en ls expressed opinions. Some thought 
that the ~·earoom should noi· be "in" or "atl'ached" to the museum, it 
would best be left ''separate". This preference was also shown in 
the surveys done elsewhere. Cruickshank (1972) found trot 33% of 
the visitors to the Jewry Wall Museum, Leicester were in favour of 
a coffee bar in the museum, while 45% favoured one adjacer.t to the 
building - thus 78% were ih favour of a coffee bar and 22% against 
one. (16) 
A tearoom at the museum vvouid, according to rhe vistors, also have 
to be "in good taste" and "have to fit into the surroundings" so that 
they could go there ''for a lunch break and stay the day" and "with 
friends you can then discuss the exhibits" '. Generally the comments 
showed that the visitors were in favour of a tearoom but that it would 
have to be wel I done and fit into the surrotmdings. 
Of the visitors who were not in favour of G tearoom few gave good 
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reasons. One poinl·ed out that it would be better around the corner, 
another that it would make i·he museum common and a third could 
simply write 11 horrors 11 '. Those who did not· answe; the quesl"ion 
were 11 indifferent", or judging from al! the question marks which. 
this question elicited, some could not undersl·and why such a question 
was even included 1• 
In this suivey it was decided to ask only if the visfors would like a 
tearoom and not 'to give any other alternatives. This was best for 
anal )'Sis by compute,· and it also seemed most uni ikel y that ar.y of 
the museums would in the nea~ future e.g. plan to start a re;i·aurant. 
Mason (1974) aiso found thal· 72% of f·he visitors were in favour of 
a tearoom (17) whiie Doughty (1968b) found that 52% of the visitors 
would like a cafeteria. (i8) Kerr and Hobley employed two questions 
to clarify the matter. In the first question they asked whether the 
visitors thought that refreshments should be made available - 65.4% 
said 11 yes 11 • The next question was "What sort of refreshment facii ities 
would you prefer?" and it was found that 52. 3% preferred a light 
refreshment koisk, 15,3% a full restaurant and 23.7% nothing at all. 
The idea of I ight refreshment is clearly the most popular and more 
museums would probably be able to manage this them a restaurant, 
perhaps restaurants should only be considered once the visitors have 
accepted I ight refreshment facil Hi es. (i9) 
Such facilities wlll have to be considered by the museums because 
more and more visitors are going ·to expect from museums what they 
get from e.g. theatres " Strong (1970) wrote 11 W c want to ... go 
into the museum,. meet friends· in a pleasant almosphere, have a 
drink and see an exhibition, have luncn in a good restaurant or 
cafeteria. Enjoying our national heritage should not be a foot-
slogging day of dedication ... u (20) 
QUESTION 7 
When visiting a new museum you would most ~njo;· seeing: 
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Total 
ri--=-~ complete collEjclfon of items e.g. a collection of 
I S.A. stamps or precious stones 7.2% 
2 ·• <l reconstruction of a scene from nature or a room of 
a particular period (e.g. a typical Cape Dutch Kitchen) 29.2% 
3 - particular obiects e.g. examples of Greek pottery or 
scuipture 1 displayed on their own 7.9% 
L little of ever>rihing 55.1% J 
A signficant majoriiy of the visito1s would most enjoy seeing "a little 
of everytning 11 which is Just what most museums have to offer. The 
second largest group consists of those who prefer dioramas and period 
rooms which are also offered by most museums. Very few visitors. 
actually want to see on!y complete collections of items or oniy part-
icular examples and it is dear that the besr solution would sirnp!y be 
"a little of everylhing 11 • 
Th ls suggests that most museums are on the right· track - the cul turcl 
history museums offering period rooms end e.·g. c; collection of Cape 
silver and 1·he natural histo1·y museums offering dioramas and e.g. 
specific examples of various animals. 
This question was hardly applicable to art museums (as many visitors 
pointed out) bu1· the response gave an ide::a of what would be most 
enjoyed at other museums. The non-response rate was low(./'%) and 
there were few comments. Visitors pointed O!Jt that exhibits should 
port-ray the Hfo style of o specific period or should show articles 
·which vtere used in the pari"icular area in which the museum is 
situaled many years ago. One vlsil"or al so osked for a comparison 
of similar objects - something which is seldom done at·e.9. cultural 
histor}' museums, 
Although 1-he majority like to see a !litle of everything there are 
sl ighf· variations wii-hin the different groups. 
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18 8t under.· 19 to 35 36 to 55 over 55 
- collection 8.9 7.0 6 ') .• v 7.4 
2 reconstruction 21.6 30.2 33.3 26.0 
3 - particulars 8.2 9.2 7.0 4.7 
4 - everytfi in~; 60,4 53. 1 52.6 60.7 
Of the contributing values of the overa! I chi-squared (for the response 
11 a colletl"ion ,,,f items11 and "a reconstruction") the largest single values 
are those due to the category 11 18 and under"~ -It can-thus be said that 
this category shows most deviation from expectation for these two 
responses.· Th ere is no obvious reason why the 11 '18 and under11 group 
should, compared to the other oge groups, prefer a complete collection 
of items and not prefer a reconstruction. Such a response .can only serve 
to ii luslTate that the different groups have sl ight!y different preferences. 
Similarly the race variable c.1ccounl'ed for slightly different preferences. 
For the re.,;pons.::: 11 a comp!et0 collection of items" the African groups 
showed the most deviation from expectancy - compared to the other 
racial groups more Africans preferred a complete collection of items 
while iess would like to sec a reconstruction. 
In comparison to the ether groups the overseas visitors showed a slight 
preferonce for "recomtructions" which is understandable as they 
probably enjoy seeing animals and oi·her objects in their context. The 
visitors to the!r local museums deviated from expect~ncy by not show-
ing a preference for this me!·hod of display-it ls possible ihat they know 
the context in which items Cll~d animals should be placed better than 
visitors from other parts of the country or from overseas: 
Al I these differences were slight but if exhibitions are ever arranged 
for particular groups it would be worthwhile to consider the prefer-






Would you iike a living rnuseum with e.g. models which you can 
work yourself and exhibii·s which you can handle? 
Total ·12 City 
r~-es ------ 56. 1 53.6 6~ 
L- '"o · 42.3 _____ 4_5_. 1 _____ 3~0_J 
One of the more modern trends in museums could be termed "involvement11 
- a movement away from exhibils behind glass and "Please do not touch;: 
signs and toward!: active participation on the part of the vis Hor. 
Cameron (1972) in his article "The Museum: a Temple or.a Forum" 
speculates on whether or not a museum can house e.g. exhibits 
demonstrating scientific experiments or art "happenings". He points 
out that some 11 museums 11 have progressed so far on the road of 
involvement (e.g. The Ontario Science Centre) that they could 
hardly be called museums any lons;er~ {21) 
However, it is unlikely that many museums will carry involvement 
so far and there must be a medium which wil I not damage the 
conventional image of museums and yet al low the visitor to participat·e 
more actively when visiting the museum. At e.g. a cultural history 
or an open-air museum the us•3 of some of ihe objecl's on display 
could be demonstrated. Candie 'making or baking could be demons-
trated in an open-air museum. Such acitiviti es wil I give the visitors 
a better insight into the use of ·c-eitain items and much more could be 
learnt in this way than simply by looking at e.g. candle moulds or 
an outside oven~ 
Considering the rather conservative Souih African visiting pub! ic 
it was decided to include a question in this respect to see what 
the reaction would be. To many of the visitors this must have been 
a tctol ly new idea and although there was a significant majority in 
fovour of a living museumr many were also against it. More visitors 
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to city museums were in favour of a I iving museum than visitors 
to up-country 1~useurns. 
Considering the non-·respcnse rate (1 .6%) and the nature of the 
comments one is I ed to believe that many of those who did not 
answer or who v>1ere against o I iving museum chose i·hese responses 
because they did not· know or understand e"actly what was meant 
by a "living museum 11 • 
There were comments such as 11 People wil I damage 1·hem 11 , 11 Ii' will 
cause trouble and chaos11 , "They will steal 11 1 
11 bdiibits will be 
spoilt 11 etc. One visitor admil·ted that it would be 11 nice to see how 
things work but mishandling can cause damage" and another did not 
like the idea as a visit would then be time consuming'. 
General I y it seemed as though they were against a I iving museum 
because it seemed as though this would endanger precious museum 
exhibits. There is no reason to believe that some arrangement 
which would ensure the so.fety _of exhibits would not be acceptable 
to r.1ost. Those who commented in favour of a I iving museLn11 also 
pointed out that ii" was a good idea provided that 11 precautions are 
taken against vandals and children" 1• 
Age seems to be a significant variable in f'his question. Looking 
at the breakdown for this variable it is clear that it cannol· be 
· e><pected that the older visitors, who grew up regarding ct museum 
as having c 11 temple" imnge, sbould approve of such changes as 
creating a living museum would involve. Such changes could be 
aimed al· the younger visitors, giving them a chance to learn that it 
is not somehow 11 lmprnper" to touch certain museum exhibits - they 
could learn that museums are "fun". 
18 & L!nder 19 to 35 36 to 55 over 55 
[ Ye!i 68.8 63.1 48.5 ~I] - No 30.8 35.8 49.4 61.5 
--------·-· 
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The "over 551' group is ius·~ about as much against c1 livir.g ~useum 
as the 11 '18 and under 11 group is for one 1• The popuiarity of a 









50.4 65.o I 
48. l 33.9 
----·--·---·-·------· .. ---
Observing the contributing values of the overol! chi-squared, it ls 
observed that tha largest sing!~ value is that dve to tht~ categor}' 
"matric", this group shows the most deviation from expectancy 
in not liking theJdea of a living museum. The largest group (6.5%) 
to think theft a i iving museum is a good idea is the group with the 
educal·ion "other, including stlil at school" which again suggests 
that !he younfler visi !·ors I ike the idea most as most of those aged 18 
and under wern sl'ill at school. The second largest group in favour 
of a living mvseurn is the univ~rsity educated group (60.7%), this is 
understandable as university students are nof' used to learning by just 
looking and I lsrening and they would realize the value of being 
persona II y involved with what is being learnt. 
Cruickshank (1977.) found thctl' 36% of l'he visitors to the Jewry 
Wall Museum, Leicester would like to see more open displays, 49% 
more exhibits you can touch and 57% more models you can work. 
He reports i'hat a 12 year old gave as her reason for requesting such 
modeis 11 to see how it felt to work ln those days". If such. models 
could be arranged at museums a trip to the museum could become an 
11 adventure of discovery" for a child~ (22) 
In the Kerr arid Hobley (1974) survey 69.6% of the visitors J·o the 
Oueen Victoria Museum indicated that they V'lanted more live 
exhibits ~· that \vould be in addition to the three fish tanks, one 
I. izard cage and one cage for snakes. (23) Considering hew many 
people would like to s0e live exhibits at natural history museums 
such rnuseurns cou Id at i east make an effort to show a few such 
exhibits~ 
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Considering H10 resu! ts of these 1wo surveys and the present one 
it is clear tha1· the visi'rs,rs v:ou!d weko:ne $Ome aci"lvc~ involvement 
when visiting rnusc;;:urns. Few museums have taken any notice of 
such a need cir:d mosi· are stil ! ful I of "Do not touch 11 and "Do nof 
sit on J·he chuirs" signs, perhaps they couid start making use of a few 
0 Please tm;ch 11 signs - surely each museum has a few objects which 
wou!d not dislni·ergrale when handled 1• 
G1UESTION 9 
You think i·hat i+iis museum; 
r
-··--
- has character 









1 l. I 
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I ---------- ______ ...,:_.---' 
It is not very mccmlngfu! to look at the combined results of ail the 
museums when considering the question of character. Genera! I>' 
it can be said i"haJ· mcst visitors rated th~ Cape museums c1s having 
character, more so for the up-country (Province aided museums) than 
for the city museums. 
On examining the ratings of the individual mt1seums it becomes clear 
that the up-country museums actually had the highest ratings: S.A. 
Missionary Museum 100%, Our Heritage Museum, Adelaide 99. 2% 
Bredasdorp and Graaf Reine!· Museums 98. 8%, Queenstown 98. 7%1 
Bark! ey Eas1· Museum 98. 5% and Oudtshoorn (C. P. Nel Museum) 
98.2%. The museums with the lowest ratings were the S.A. Museum 
81.2%, S.A. Cultural History Museum 75.2%, S.A. National 
·Galler)' 69.5% and !he William Humphreys Art Galler)', Kimberley 
60.4%. 
The low ratings of the S.A. National Gallery and the William 
Humphreys Art Gailery is understandable - as ci visitor pointed out 
''considering the subject it is difficult to have character but the 
' • • j . . II sertmg \S m equa!e .. 
Most of the cultural history museums in the smaller towns have a 
definite advani·cge o.·er the S.A. C.H. Museum; many have lovely 
gardens which also supply the flowers for the museum, doors can 
frequently be left open and generally the al'tendants are friendly· 
and if 1·hey are not too busy they spend some i·ime with the visitors, 
frequently acting as guides. Many of the museums, as a visitor 
pointed out·, look "lived in". Frequently the rooms are filled with 
flovvers, onions and mealies are to be found in the Cape Dutch Kitchens, 
dung and straw in the stab! es (e.g. at the Schroeder Hu is, Stellenbosch) 
and the Stellenbosch museum even has a few bantams in the garden 
which sometimes venture int·o the museum when it is time for them to 
be fed'. 
The comments were both critical and complimentary. Th~ compliment-
ary ones were very gene.ral e.g. "Very neat and homely", "outstanding" 
"wonderful 11 1 
11 bea1J.tiful 11 , and there were also many exclamation marks, 
+signs and one museum was given 10/10 1• 
The crHicisms were more specific, the l<affrarian museum was said 
to be i"c•o crowded and this museum could be more lively, the attend-
ants at Groot Constantia could be more friendly and this museum could 
be improved by figures in costumes, theS. A. Cultural History 
M1Jseum has some character but this is not "brought out". 
African Coloured Indian White 
[ has character is too cold 78.7 21.3 77. 1 17.6 68.1 28.7 
Inspecting the contributing values of the overall chi-squared, it is 
observed that· the largest single value is that due to the category 
"Indian", this category thus shows most deviation from expectancy. 
The responses of the White group show the least deviation from expect-
ancy. From these results ii- is clear that the different racial groups 
have differe;1t opinions on the character of museums. It is interesting 
that the Indian group in particular to such an extent should feel the 




The non-response rat1;s of the Coloured and Indian groups was also 
fairly high (5.4% and 3.2% 1:e:;pectively) which, together with th.a 
deviation from expectation, indicates that they possibly have diff-
erent ideas of what constitutes the "character" of a museum than the 
Whites. If a museum should be planned mainly for one particular 
racial group it will have to be kept in mind that they do not necess·-
arily like what the Whites like and their special needs will have 1·0 
be considered. 
College University Matric Other 
~as character 93.2 85.8 93.8 92.2 
12 - is too cold 4.8 9.5 5.0 
Of the contribul"ing values of the overall chi-squared the largest 
single value is that due to the category 11 University" and those visitors 
who received a university educoti6n thus show most deviation from 
expectancy. It suggests that the univer:;ity educated visitors expect 
more from museums and are not prepared to ra!·e them as highly as 
the other visitors. 
The same holds for overseas visitors but they may have had other 
reasons for more frequently rating museums as being "too cold and 
artificial". The non··response ra1·e of the overseas visitors was also 
slightly higher than t·hat of the visitors indicating that the>' lived else-
where in Southern Africa (2.5% as agc1inst 1.4%). This may suggest 
a certain degree of uncertainty - the overseas visitors coLJld be unwilling 
to comment on a matter of which they do not know very much - they 
would probab! y be much more willing and able to rate their local 
museums on this point than the museums in another country. 
QUESTION 10 
Would guide booklets or tape recorded commentaries, giving more 









A very signficant mojorit)' of the visil'ors were in favour of guide 
booklets or tape recorded commentaries but on examining their 
comments it became clear that many were in fad in favour of guide 
booklets but very much against \the use of tape recorded comment-
aries. Twelve visil·ors underlined 11 guide booklel·s" while 11 in some 
way indicated that they did not want tape recorded commentaries. 
There were comments such as 11 Never tape recordings, the Cange 
Caves ones are horrible 11 and 11 Guide booklets but deflnil-e!y no tape 
recordings 11 • 
Considering these results the availabilll-y of guide booklets at the 
museums which took part in the survey, was examined. At 13 of 
i·he museums no guide booklets or brochures of any kind were avail~· 
able. Al· 3 museums there were free brochures and at 19 either 
guide booklets or brochures or both were on sole. These booklets 
ranged in price from as little as 5 cents to R6 fora hard cover book 
with beautiful illustral·!ons which is sold at the William Fehr Coll-
ection in the Castle. Most guide booklets are reasonably priced -
from 20 cen1·s to 50 cents with more expensive catalogues at the 
King George VI Art Gallery and the S.A. National Gallery. 
At 4 of the museums taking port in the survey the guide booklets 
were not on sale at the time when the questionnaires were handed to 
the visitors, one had been out of print for 8 months and another for 
18 months. It is a great pity that these guide booklets should have 
been out of print for so long and subsequenll y not on sale during the 
summer vacation period. The visitors obviously noticed this short-
coming, particularly those at Groot Constantia where the articles 
on display are all numbered with no labled information. 
For the question on guide booklets Groot Constantia elicited the most 
comments, all pointing out thata guide booklei· was badly needed 
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e.g. "Why no ~rochures??? More information is necessary", 
1
j\iways yes. The lack of information here is a tragedy - in fact ii-
is ridiculous'. ", "Jammer geen gids of gidshandleiding beskikbaar nieu 
and 11 Dit is 'n leemte". Needless to say such a situation should . 
never have ar!sen, particulary not at a popular museum such as 
Groot Constantia where the exhibits.are not !obied. 
Even though a foirly large number of the museums taking part in the 
survey indicated that they offer pamphlets or guide booklets most of 
the pamphlets are very brief and very genera! e.g. providing a 
short summary of the history of the rnusevm or of the town itself. There 
are only few who offer comprehensive and up to date guidebooks 
which seem to be what the visitors wanL They wanl' booklets with 
e.g. further references so that they can look up something at home -
not just pamphlets'. · 
A few visitors pointed out th.al 1·hey would I ike guide booklets if there 
was no guide availabie - one visil'or to the C. P. Nei Museum, Oudt-
shoom pointed out t·hat they needed no guide booklet as the attendant 
was most helpful'. Some also preferred guides as they were more pers-
onal and of those who gave negative answers or failed to answer some 
pointed out that guide booklets were not necessa1y al· the particular 
museums they were visiting at the time as the guides were most help-
ful e.g. at the Irma Stern Museum. 
18 & under 19 to 35 36. Jo 55. Over 55 
1 - Yes (for guides) 90.2 90.7 86.5. ~ 
~2~--N-~o·~~~~---9-·-3~~~~8-·-9~~~~12_. __ 6~~~j 
Of the contributing values of the overall chi-squared the largest single 
value is that due to the category "over 55", it can thus be said that this 
category shows most deviation from expectancy. It is evident that the 
younger visitors have a greater need for additional information - they 
are net simply satisfied with the labels. if the breakup of the education 
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variable is considered one finds that the university educated group 
shows most demand for add!tional ir1for.mc1tion (89.4%) with the 
college educated group second (89%) and those with another education, 
including still at school third with 88.3%. Those who have matric 
show the least enthusiasm for additicnal information 86.8% - although 
this is still a substantial proportion•. 
It is clear that those who would like more information are the younger 
and the better educqted visitors. That e.g. students tend to be more 
critical is not an uncommon phenomena. Doughty (1968b) found 
that students were the most critical group in relation to satisfaction 
with label information. (24) McWilliams and Hopwood (1973) in 
a question on label information found that ski! led manual workers 
and students were the groups that fel I' the lack of information .most 
and the retired people felt such a lack leasL (25) This compares wel.I 
with the !cw percentage of those aged over 55 who wanted guide 
book I ets or tape recorded commentaries in the present survey. 
Al though the questions in the other surveys were concerned with 
label information it is clear that the visitors want more infonnation 
than ls given on 1·he labels and the easiest way to supplement this 
would be the use of guide booklets - which, according to the 
results of t·he present survey, most visitors will welcome . 
. Considering. these facts it is not easy to explain why overseas visit-
ors showed less enthusiasm for guide booklets than the local visitors 
(82 .6% compared to the 88 .6% of the South African visitors). One 
would have expected that they would be more upset by the lack of 
additional information at museums than the South African visitors. 
Could it be that the overseas visitors are really just "tourists" 
visiting places of inl·erest and being satisfied with a superficial 
glimpse of South Africa 1s heritage? 














It is even more difficuli· 1"0 explain why the Coioureds and Indians 
should not think that additionol inforrnaJ·ion -,vouid be useful. Of 
th€: contributing vC1lues of the overall chi-squared the largest single 
value is that due to the Coloured group and the second largest that 
due i·o the Indian group and these groups show the largest deviation 
from expectancy. 
This deviation could be linked to the educal'ion variable ·- '29 .4% of 
the WhHe visitors had a university education, while 19 .1% of the 
Indians and 11 .7% of the Coloureds had a university education. 
However, these differences are slight and probably vvould not have 
caused such a deviation. It could be that these groups do not wish 
to spend money on e.g. guide booklet·s or it could just as well be 
that they do not feel the need for additional information - the7• 
could be satisfied with just the labelled information but thh woul~ 
not explain why the Africans, in contrast to the Indians and Coloureds, 
should I ike to have guide book I ets or tape recorded commentaries. 
Generol ly it can be said that mosi" visitors would appreci::ite guide 
booklets and some n!sa tape recorded commentariE;s. With such a 
demand al I museums should consider providing some such means of 
additional information. McWil Iiams and Hopwood (1974) found that 
47% of the visitors to the Norwich Castle Museum would like to be 
able to biJy guides, 55% would like to buy books and 35% catalogues. (25) 
Cruickshank (1972) obtained more detailed information. In his one 
question "To augment the written information would you .like to see 
the introduction of any of the following ... " - he found that 36% 
of the visitors wouid I ike an expert- on hand to answer questions, 
42% would, I ike informative push button tape recordings, 38% a 
small follow up reference library, 35% films and 31% lectures and 
slide shows. Obviously the visitors wanted some means of obtaining 
additional information'. These visitors were also quite willing to buy 
museum guides - 18% preferred a booklet costing a few shillings, 
30% a leaflet costing a few pence, 37% bof'h ar.d 13% neither. 
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Altogr::ther 87% indiccited that they VD u!d buy a booklet and this 
comparns weii with the 88% in the present survey v.-ho indicated 
t·hat they would like some additional information. (26) 
If the financial position of the Cape museums should improve sonie 
atten!'ion and money should go towards the printing of up to date 
and reasonably priced guide booklets, there is a good indication 
they they wil I no!' be wasted. 
QUESTION 11 
What do you think is the most important function of museui:ns? · 
Total 24 Up-country 12 City 
- The preservotion of valuable 
items. 






It is generally accepted lhat the functions ofa museum are collection, 
preservation, research and education. Traditionally most museums 
have fulfil I ed all these functions - col I ection and preservation stimul ·• 
ated research and these functions were combined in service of the 
pub! ic e.g. through education. 
However, in more recent times, "serving the public" (as applied to 
museums) has acquired a new meaning. If museums, in the modern 
48.4 
48.3 
sense of the word, serve the public, some of the emphasis on preservation, 
collection and research falls away. This is the case at e.g. The 
Anacostia Community Museum wre re museum techniques are put to use 
by museum professionals but where no thought is given to col lee ti on 
and preservation. 
It is of course debatable whether such institutions could really be 
called 11 museums 11 and whether it would not be more correct to call 
them "community centres 11 imtead. Many have suggested that there 
should be a definite separation between the traditional museum and the 
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modem community centre but this is hardl )'necessary as these two 
com~epts ore, and should be, compotible. A museum can be the centre 
of collecl'ion, preservation and research while still meeting its social 
obi igatlon!i. 
As Strong (1970) pointed out 11 The idea of them (museums) as a social 
venue is sti!! in its infancy 11 (27) - particularly in SOlJth Africa 
where to many museums concentrate on collection, preservation and 
research and then passivei;; sit back and let the public educate and 
amuse themselves by visiting the museums•. Many curators do not 
even think of serving the public through such basic means as slide 
shows, lectures and travelling exhibitions. It was with situation in 
_mind that· the question on the most important function of museums 
was included. 
Considering that South African museums in general have a ·rather 
"traditional" image it was expected that most visitors would choose 
preservation as being the most important function of museums. The 
results confirm this expectation - a significant majority chose przs~. 
ervatiOn as the most important function. Al though the difference 
is statistically significant it is not large - 55.7% as against 41.6% 
and the difference is larger for the up-coun,try museums them for the 
city museums. 
It is interesting that the situation of the museum should have an 
influence on what is regarded as its most importanl' function. To 
many of the city museums the idea of serving the public is not new 
and the visitors to these museums must have realized the value of 
this as on! y 48. 4% indicated that the most important function of 
museums is preservalfon while 48.3% chose serving the public -
there is no longer a significant difference as in the case of the 
up-country museums. 
Many visitors apparently had some difficulty in choosing only one 
answer, Of those who chose only one function quite a few commented 
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that the oiher function \Vas also very important ond of those visitors 
who did not answer 1·he question most commented that both functions 
are equal I y important and that they had f·o be combined. Quite a 
few visitors, keeping to the traditional idea of museums, commented 
that the one function was necessary in order to fulfil I the other. 
College University Matric 
f- Pres~rvation .• 53. 1 47'.9 61.2 
LServing the public 43.6 48.5 36.8 
lnspecl"ing the values of the overall chi-squared, the largest single 
value is found to be that one due 1·0 the category 11 University" and 
this group shows most deviation from expectancy. Clear!)' the 
university educated vlsif·ors have their own ideas about the most 
importanf· function of museums - they seem to be the ones who realize 




18 & under 19 to 35 36 to 55 Over 55 
h - Preservation 60.2 





Of the different age groups those aged 19 to 35 and 36 to 55 were 
thelargest groups to indicate thcJt the most important function of 
museums was to serve t+ie public. Of th~ 19 to 35 age group 39.7% 
had an university education while 29. 3% of the 36 to 55 age group 
also had a university education. This supports the previous finding 
that the university educated visit-ors were the ones to think that serving 
the pubi ic was the most important function of museums. The education 
variable was clearly more important in influencing the choice of the 
mosi· important function of museums. _ 
The university educated group also had the highest non-response rate 
{3.5%) and this suggests that although there was a slight majority 
• 
who thought that serving the public was the most important function 
of museums there were also quil·e a few who were not so certain and 
64.2 
31.7 
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cmd who preferred not J·o answer. This indlcatas that the choice 
was rather a diffku!t one ond considering that ~he choice was 
nearly 50/50 (47.9% as against 48.5%) it seems.as though these 
results show that both funci'lons are equal I y important. 
Such a conclusion makes it more difficult to explain why the Non-
Whii'e visitors showed such a large deviation from expectation by 
indicating that serving the public was the most important function 
of museums. 
African 
1 - Preservali on 34. 0 







lnspecHr.g the values of the overall chi-squared the Indian group 
showed mos·t deviation from expecta'fion and the V'/hite group least. 
There is no obvious reason for thislarge difference and it can oniy be 
said that the Non-Whites seem to expect something different from 
museums than the Whites. It· is possible that for them e.g. the 
educational ospect is more important than preservation as such but 
this matter should be examined in more detail. 
QUESTION 12 
Your age is: 
Total 24 Up-country 12 City 
f 8 ~nd under 16.4 17.5 14.7 
19 to 35 40.8 37.9 45.2 
3 - 36 to 55 '29.9 30.7 28.7 
4 .. over 55 12.7 13.7 11.2 
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group they fel I. A significant majority was aged 11 19 to 35" and thE: 
second largest group '36 to 55". More tha11 holf the visitors were under 
35 and allowing for those who were too young to complete the 
questionnaire an even larger proportion of the museum visitors fal!s 
into this group. 
Ii' was good to find that so many young people visit museums but the 
proportion of over 55 visitors is very small (12.7%). Hopefully the 
older citizens have not been forgotten in the attempt to make the 
young more museum conscious'. 
Doughty (i968c) compared the Uister Museum figures with the popu-
lation figures and found i'hat there was an over representation in the 
lower age ranges (under 19) and an under representation in the over 
35 age range. He found that 75% of the vis Hors were under 30 years 
of age which is still more than the 57.2% aged under35 in i·he 
present survey. (28) 
Similar! y Cruickshank (1972) found that 40% of the visitors were in 
the 18 to 25 group while the second largest group, 24% were 10 to 17 
years old. This again shows a predominantly young visiting public. (29) 
Kerr and Hobley {1974) also reported that of the visitors to the Oueen 
Victoria Museum 49. 3% were under 25 al though the largest single 
group was aged 26 i·o 39 .. (30) Evidently the age distribution of the 
muse1Jm visitors in the Cape is very similar to that of visitors to other 
museums in other countries. It can safely be said that the younger 
people are the museum visitors of today. 
In the discussions of the previous questions it was pointed out wheneve; 
age seemed to be a relevant variable influencing some of the responses. 
This was frequently ihe case and when examining the breakdown of 
the other personal variables it is clear that specific age groups dominate 
in each of the other racial, residential and educotional groupings. 
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African Coloured Indian White 
- 18 and under 19. 1 26.8 8.5 16.2 
'1 - 19 to 35 48.9 49.3 62.8 39.9 L 
3 - 26 to 55 20.2 17.6 20.2 30.7 
4 - over 55 1 l.7 4.4 8.5 13. I 
Of the contributing valL1es of the overal chi-squared for the respones 
11 18 and under 11 , 11 36 to 55" and 11 over 55" the I argest values are those 
due to the Co! oured group. This group shows most deviation from expect-
ation by being over represeffi·ed in the 11 18 and under" group and under 
represen!"ed in i'he "36 to 55" and "over 5511 groups. In the" 19 1·0 35 11 
group the lndions show most deviation from expectation by being over 
represented - 62. 8% as against the 49. 3% of the Coloured group. 
It has been shown that 57. 2% of the museum visitors are under 35 years 
of age and it was concluded that it is the yolmger people who visit 
museums. This is even more obvious when it is considered that 71.3% of 
the Indians, 76. 1 % of the Coloureds and 68% of the Africans were 
under 35. 
Local Southern Africa Overseas 
·- 18 and under 25.4 15.0 5.3 
2 - 19 to 35 38.3 41.3 43.7 
3 - 36 to 55 22.6 33.I 25.8 
4 - over 55 13.5 10.5 24.9-
Of the contributing values of the overal chi-squared for the response 
11 18 and under" the largest single value is that due to the category 
11 Local 11 and it is clear that the young people who are still at school 
mainly visit their local museums. Considering that the survey was carried 
out during the summer vacal'ion when many families were travelling and 
away on hol ldo/ it can be assumed that this figure would be even higher 
during the school term. 
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The largest group of South African resident$ who were not visiting 
their I ocal museum when they comp! eted the que:;ti onnai re were 
. those aged 19 to 35 and the majority of 1·he overseas visitors (43. 7%) 
also fell within this age group. This suggests that travel is more 
within the means of this age group. 
For the response "over 55" to overseas group shows most deviation 
from expectation -· 24. 9% of the overseas visitors fol I in this group 
compared to the 10. 5% of those who I ived elsewhere in Soul·hern 
Africa and the 13.5% who were local visitors. 
c " 01.egt.,, University Motric Other 
r~8 and under 2.5 1.8 14,2 
19 to 35 51.7 56.4 34.4 
36 to 55 33.9 30.5 35. 1 t -over 55 11. 7 11. 2 16.0 
Clearly different age groups dominate with the different educational 





at school group", the .19 to 35 group dominating in the university educ-
ated group and the 36 to 55 group in the matric group. There is an 
indication !hat the 19 to 35 group are the ones with the highest education -
university and college educations while the over 55 group mainly indic-
ated that matric was their highest level of educCition. 
Doughty (19680) also found that there were, as in the current suivey, 
very few older visitors and he suggested that either the museum pub! icity 
does not reach th is group or that t!ie museum has Ii ttl e appea I • (31) 
Whether this is the case in i·he Cape is not known, more research is 




Total 24 Up-country 12 City 
1 - African 1.4 1.6 1. 1 
2 Coloured 3. 1 2.5 4.0 
3 - Indian 1.4 .7 2.5 
4 - White 93.4 94.6 91.4 
Although it was realized that the question on race was essential for 
a thorough analysis and interpretation of the results there was much 
opposition to its inclusion. Some suggested that visitors would be 
offended and others. thought that visitors would be reluctant to answer 
the question. 
It was, however, impossible to ask the doorkeepers or other museum 
attendants to indicate the race of the respondent as the completion 
of the queslfonnaires was not SL1pervised at all museums. The only 
alternative was to include the question together with the other quest-
ions on personal details. All South Africans are q•Jite used to indicate 
their race when completing forms and it was hoped that the question 
on race would be accepted as a routine question by all. 
In all 99 .3% of the visitors completed the question and the .7% non-
response rate is sma II compared to the non -response rates of other 
questions. Of the 49 visitors who did not answer the question 25 lived 
in Southern Africa, 20 lived overseas and 4 did not indicate where 
they lived so it cannot be said that either the South Africans or the 
overseas visitors really objected to the question. 
This question elicited more comments than any of the other questions 
on personal details. Only one known Non-White commented by 
indicating that he was Chinese and not Coloured but many of the 
visitors who indicated that they were White added comments -mainly 
giving !'heir nationality e.g. Welsh, English, South African and French. 
One pointed out 1hc: the was a human being and tw() added question 
marks'. 
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Of those who did not indicGte to which race they belonged many 
also gave their nationality instead while some said they were 
humans. Only one openly questioned : 11 What difference does 
it make? 11 
Yet, if it is considered thaI· the overwhelming majority of the respond-
ents were.Whites it cannot safely be said that such a question will be 
acceptable to the other racial groups as well.' Too few Non-Whites 
completed the questionnaires to come to any meaningful conclusion 
on such a controversial matter.: 
It was disappointing that so few Non-Whites comp! eted the questionnaires. 
They were welcome at most of the museums taking part in the survey 
and at only one museum the questionnaires were not handed to Non-
White visitors. Although some of the smaller province aided museums 
reported that they recieved very few Non-White visit-ors one would 
have expected that at e.g. the S .A. Museum, where there were 
79,933 Non-White visitors from beginning December to the end of 
March, more than 14.6% of the total number of responses would have 
come from !'Jon-White visitors. At this museum the questionnaires 
were left for the visitors to take and complete and there was no super-
vision so there was really nothing to prevent them from completing 
the questionnaires. 
At only one art gallery (Will iarn Humphreys Art Gallery) more Non-
Whites than Whites completed the questionnaires - 53% as against 36. 9%. 
There was no selective distribution and the curatrix stJggested that 11 The 
Non-Whites who are seldom consul 1-ed on matters of this nature were 
.•• more co-operative". This was possibly the case at the Wil I iam 
Humphreys Art Gallery but it does not explain why the !'-Ion-White 
visitors to the other museums did not complete the questionnaires~ 
The question on race was of course not included in any of the over-
seas sf·udies but in the Kerr and Hobl ey (1974) study the interviewer 
made a discreet note of the race of each respondent in the Salisbury 
sample. The Europeans were also in the majority (59. 4%) but the 
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African group was large (34.9%) and the group of Asians and 
Coi our1;ds smal I (5. 7%). (32) !n the present survey the numbers 
of Africans and Indians who comp! eted the questionnaire were 
the same while there were slightly more responses from Coloureds, 
3. i% as againsl· 1 .4%. 
The relationship between the race and age of the respondents was 
discussed in tho prcvio:..1s question on age and it was pointed out that 
the proportion of the Non-\Vhite visiting group under the age of 35 
was larger than the proporf'ion of W'hites under this age. It was conc-
luded that th~ Non-White visiting populatiop consisted main I y~ of 
young people - even more so than for the White group. 
Lccal Soui·hern Africa Overseas 
/~·-_ African----- 3.9- .7 .4 
oloured 7. 1 2.0 .7 
di an 87. 2 95.4 94.6 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ln5pecting the contributing values of the overall chi-squared, it is 
·observed that the largest values are those due to the category 11 in this 
town or district" (these visitors are referred to as local visitors). This 
ca!·egory shows most deviation from expectation by being over repres-
ented in the African and Coloured groups and under represented in the 
White group. The Africansand Coloureds clearly support their local 
museums while the White group travels more and visits museums in 
o!·her areas, The majority of White visitors indicated that they I ive 
elsewhere in Southern Africa. There were few Non-White visitors 
who indicated thGt they I ived overseas and most of l'he overseas visit-
ors were White. 
College University Matric 
1 - African 1.6 .7 1.5 
2 - Coiournd 2.7 1.3 3.9 
3 - . I 11 d ic.1r1 1.2 .9 1.9 








Of the contributing values of the overal I chi-squared for the res-
ponses African and Coloured t:1e largest vCTlues were those diJe to 
the categor)' 11 university11 • Very few of the Africans or Coloureds 
indicated that they had received a university education - most had 
a college education, rnatric or some other education. The high 
percentage that indicr..1ted that their latest I eve! of education was 
"other, including still at school 11 compares well with the percentage 
who were aged 18 and under - evident! y many of these visitors 
must have been school children. 
Although a large proportion of the White visitors had either a 
college or university education the largest single group reported 
that matric was iheir latest level of education. As so few Non-
. Whi!"es ccmpieted the questionnaire it cannot safely be said that the 
Whites were better educated than the Non-Whites. 
QUESTION 14 
You live: 
Total 24 Up-country 12 City 
i - in this town or district. 23.5 
2 - elsewhere in Southern 
Africa. 





7.3 16.0 - -
Considering that S.A. museums are hardly considered as being 
community centres it was expected that the proportion of visitors 
visiting their local museums would not be la~ge. Although this was 
expected it was alarming to learn that less than a quarter of the 
visitors who completed the questionnaires were visiting their local 
museums at the time. 
Such findings do not compare very wel.1 with the figures reported by 
other researchers. Kerr and Hobley (1974) reported that 55.4% of 
l 
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the visitors to the Queen Victoria Museum were local residents. (33) 
In the Cruickshank (1972) (34) survey almost two-thirds of i·he visitors 
came from the city and county of Leicester and Doughty (1968a) also 
repor!·ed that 62% of the visil:ors were local people. (35) 
The ho! iday season could be the reason for this discrepancy - many 
psopl e must have gone away on holiday and this would have I owered 
the numbers visiting their iocal museums. If such holiday makers 
visited museums in other parts of 1·he Cape this would in turn bave 
raised the number of visitors who I ived 11 elsewhere in Southern Africa". 
This does not expla!n the large differences in the numbers of local 
visitors 1·0 the different· museums. At some museums a fairly large 
proportion of the visitor~ were local people e.g. Barkley East Museum 
61. 5%, Giueenstown and Fronl'ier Museum 55%, King George VI Art 
Gallery 53.8% and the S.A. Missionary Museum 47.6%. At other 
museums there were very few .local visitors e.g. Graaff Reinet 
MuseL1m 3 . .5%, Drostdy Museum, Swellendam 4.4%, Oude Kerk 
Volksmuseum, Tulbagh 5.5% and the Duggan Cronin Bantu Galler}/ 
Kimberly 5.6%. It is difficult to explain why some museums should 
attract so many local visitors and others so few. 
The city museums atl"ract slightly more local visitors than .the up-
country museums, and defintely more overseas visitors go to the 
city museums. The overseas visitors constitute only a small percent-
age of the total number of visitors ( 10. 7%), This is a very small prop-
ortion if one considers that the questionnaires were left at the museums 
during the summer holiday season when tourism reaches its height. It 
could be that the I ittl e publicity of the museums in the Cape fails 
to reach the overseas visitors. 
The relationship belween age and residence and race and residence 
have been discussed previously. It was found that those aged 18 and 
under visit mainly their local museums and that most of those aged 
19 to 35 I ived 'elsewhere in Southern Africa". The majority of the 
overseas visitors also fel I within this age group and they were mainly 
Whites. The Non-Whites mainly visited their local museums while the 
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Whites more frequently indicated that the>' lived 11 else-Vvhe.re in 
Southern Africa". 
College University N1atric Other 
1 - local 22.8 17.0 23.2 38.4 
2 - elsewhere 
in S.A. 64.8 67.8 68.6 55.5 
3 - overseas 12.3 15. 1 7.9 5.7 
Inspecting the contributing values of the overal chi-squared for the 
responses 11 in this town or district" and "elsewhere in Southern Africa" 
it is observed that the largest values are those for the category "other, 
including stil I at school". This category shows most deviation from 
expectai"ion. It has been shown that the 18 and under group, who are 
mainly school going young people, visit main! y their local museums 
and this is again reflected in these findings with the local visitors 
indicating mainly that their latest level of education is "other, 
including stil i at school" • 
Of those who lived elsewhere in Southern Africa most attained their 
latest level of education with matric while most of the overseas 
visitors had universit)' educations. Kerr and Hobley (1974) suggest 
that this is "a feature which is not surprising allowing that graduates 
are more likely l'o travel abroad by virtue of greater intellectual 
stimulus and financial standing". (36) 
QUESTION 15 
You att'ained your latest level of education: 
Total 24 Up-country 12 City 
1 - at a technical or training college. 18.5 16.9 21.I 
2 - at univers!ty 28.7 27.5 30.6 
3 ... matri c or at secondary school 37.2 38.4 35.4 
4 .. other, including stil I at school 14.4 16. I . 1 i.s ___ J 
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It was suggested thcit some visitors would be unwilling to complete 
this question but as the informa!"ion v1as important it was dedded to 
include it, with one of the responses (No .4) phrased in such a way 
that those who had not received much formal educat:on could select 
this answer without actually saying that they had little formal 
education. By making use of the age variable one would then see 
how many were aged 18 and under and actually still at school, the 
rest would then be those who had probably not recieved much formal 
education. 
Of all the questions on personal details this question had the highest 
non-response rate ( l . I%) but compared to the non-response rates. of 
some of the other questions this was not too high. There were no 
comments which indicated that the visitors were offended by t·he 
question. 
In general the visitors were well educated, 47.2% had either a college 
or university educal·ion while 37.2% had matriculated. Of the 14.4% 
who chose "other, including still at school!' a large percentage was 
aged 18 and under which suggests that many of this group were still 
at school. 
The relationship between education and age has been discussed in 
detail previously but briefly those with a university education 
were mainly aged 19 to 35 and of those over 55 most had matriculated. 
The 19 to 35 group was the group with the highest education - most 
had been to college or university. 
It has been shown that the proportion of university educated visitors 
was highest in the overseas group and a rnore detailed discussion of 
the relationship between education and residence has been included 
in the discussion of the question on residence. 
Kerr and Hoblcy (1974) also found that most of the visitors were well 
educated, 72.8% had either a university or high school education 
and 8 · 3% some other fonn ~f higher education. (37) This is also 
a clear indication that the visil'ors to that museum were olso well 
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educated as the one:. to the Cape museums. 
There is an indication tht1t few of the visitors who completed the 
questionnaires had received I lttle formal educa!"ion. Of those who 
•' 
chose the response "other, .inC:uding still at school 11 69 .8% were 
aged 18 and under and probably they were still at school; 14.2% 
were aged 19 to 35, 9. 7% were aged 36 to 55 and 6% over 55 so 
tlu t leaves only 29 .9% who did not have ma·i·ric or a college or 
university edu~ation. 
The exact nature of the education of this smcl I group is not known 
but it is possible that some of them have a lower level of education 
than matric. It is dear that not many people with little formal 
education completed the questionnaires but it cannot be said with 
certainty that there were few such people visiting the museums as 
it is likely that those with liHle formal education wouid have shown 
more reluctance to complete the questionnaires than e.g. those with 
a university education. 
COMMENTS 
The unasked for comments proved l:o be a valuable and interesting 
source of information. It was impossible to provide a sp~ce on the 
questionnaire specifically for comments so the visitors were not 
asked to comment. Yet, 9% took the in'itiative and commented 
anyway'. 
A response rate of 9% may look very small but if it is considered 
that Doughty (1968b) (38) and Cruickshank (1972) (39) who 
asked visitors to comment had response rates of 28% and 38% 
respectively, an unasked for response rate of 9% is not that small. 
Most of the comments were related to specific questions; emphasizing 
certain sections of the responses, clarifying and explaining given 
responses and providing explanations for non-responses. Such com-
ments have been discussed together with the results of the different 
questions. 
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Some questions el icHed more comments than others, the more 
controversial questions such as the ones on entrance fees, tearooms, 
"living museums" and the function of rnu$eums frequently elicited 
contradictory comments. On the question on guide booklets there 
was more agreement and the question on the character of the 
particL1lar museum elicited many complementary comments as well 
as criticisms. 
It has been shown in the previous discussions that certain groups of 
people tended to choose certain responses and it also seems as though 
those who commented belong mainly to certain groups. Most com-
ments came from fne group aged 19 tc 35 (43%) with th~ 36 to 55 
pge group making 30.2% of the comments. The over 55 group made 
20.1% and the 18 and under group only 6.3%. The age variable, 
which was shovm to be a significant influence in the general response 
pattern, thus also pl·ays a role in commenting. 
Al though most of the t:omments came from those aged 19 to 35 the 
over 55 g;ol.'P made the most comments proportionally; 14.2% of 
those aged over 55 commented compared to the 9 .6% of the 19 to 
35 group. Only· 3.4% of the under 18 group commented and this 
was c.lear!y the group which felt least inclined to comment. 
B}' far the most comments came from the \Nhlte visitors (96.6%) 
while those who indicated that they lived elsewhere in Southern 
Africa aiso made the most comments of all the residence groups -
60. l % compared to the 21. 5% made by the overseas visitors, 
Again a larger proportion of the overseas visitors commented -
18.2% compared to the 8.2% of the total number of visitors living 
elsewhere in Southern Afrka. It has been shown previously that 
relatively few visitors were visiting their iocal museums when comp-
leting the questionnaires and of those only 7% commented contributing 
18 .4% of the total number of comments. 
As in many previous instances the university educated visitors again 
differed from ·;·he other respondents - the largest proportion of this 
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group commented (13.2%) o.nd most of 1·he comments also came from 
this group (42.8%). li. lcJ:., of the co1leg(;; educated visitors mcide 
23.4% of the comments and 6.2% of the matricu~an!s 26.3% of 
the comments. 
It can generally be said that the visitors who commented were 
mainly aged between 19 and 35, they \Vere White and lived mainly 
elsewhere in Southern Africa and were well educated. They were 
the ones who felt strongly enough about cer~ain matters to comment 
and voice their opinions. 
Most of the museum visitors are not an uncritical group prepared i·o 
accept just anything that is put before them, many have their own 
ideas and own opinions which museurns connot afford to ignore. 
Each museum taking part in the survey received a copy of the comments 
made by visitors to the particular museum and hopefully the museums 
will take notice of the comments aimed directly at the museum, 
particularly comments such as "the lack of information at this 
museum (Groot Constantia) is a tragedy, in foci· it is ridiculous~ 11 
· and "poor descripl'ion and illogical sequence of events 11 (S.A. 
Cultural History Museum). 
Also interesting and informative are those comments which were not 
related to particular questions - most of them are simply ideas and 
wishes .of the visitors e.g.: 11 N.B. volledige gebruiksaanwysings 
moet by artikels bygevoeg word 1 nie net skenkers se name nie
11
; 
"Please note that it wruld be good to visit museums on Sundays"; 
11 Suggestion: When entering a museum have no idea which is start of 
display - large information board required giving layout of museum. 
Each different section should be clearly indicated with easy to read 
signs"; 11 Pl ease have good post cards of many works" and 11 Why not 
use obsolete vessel as a museum? 11 
A touch of humour was added by two visitors to Groot Constantia. 
One suggested that it is 11 important to be able to tast the wines" 
while another questioned the use of 11 foam mattresses???" on the 
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beds. 
The ideas of !·he more adven~urous visitors should not simply be 
discarded, there is no indicat!o:i that any visitors will be lost 
by catering for the needs of those visitors who clearly- demand 
more than is offered by most of the museums. 
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CHAPTER 4 - CONCLUSION 
-·~-----~-----'---·-···---
The surve}' succeeded in providing factual and objectively trust-
worthy information, of a vet')' general nature, on the visiting public. 
In many instances the results supported genera II y accepted ideas ir. 
connection with museums and museum visii"ors but in other instances 
new and interesf'i ng facts were revealed. 
From a glance at the personC1I information of the visitors it is evi-
dent that the museums fail to attract a cross section of the pub! ic. 
While museums should serve sociei"y as a whole, i.e. people of ail 
races, ages and educational I evelsr it is found that some groups are 
grossly over-represented and other groups Lrnder-represenl·ed. 
The majority of the museum visitors are young (57. 2% are aged under 
35) and ai though it is good to know that the young visit museums the~ 
relatively smal I number of older visitors must be viewed with concern 
. ·· particularly the very small number of over 55's. lt seems as though 
the generation gap is also evident in museum visiting patterns'. 
The generation gap becomes even more evident when ii is found e.g. 
that the under 18 group is a s much for a I iv!ng museum as the over 
55 group is against one'. It wil ! thus not be on easy task for museums 
to keep !'heir younger visitors and also to atrracl' the older visitors 
but with the shorter working hours, morn leisure l'ime and earlier 
retirement it is important to make the older people in the cornrnuni~·y 
more museum coi1scious. They must be made aware that museums 
could provide interesting and varied entertainment while also enriching 
their lives. 
The museum servi cc could be extended to reach those in c!cJ aged 
homes. Illustrated lectures and demonstrations can he arranged 
and outings to the muse um ccul d supplement I ectures. Travel! i ng 
displays could also be sent to the homes. 
Similar! y more attention should be given to the Non-White secf'ion 
of the communities which the museums should serve. Or.I y the museums 
in the cities attract fair numbers of Non-Whii'e visitors while most 
of the up-country museums report that they ho.ve few or none Non-
Whitevisitors although they·may freely visit mosl' museums. The 
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museums will be shirking their duties to their comrr11Jnities if this trend 
is allo'."ied to persisf·; port~cularly in the flcld of education museums 
could render a great service to the Non-White sections of our society. 
Most of the museum visitors were well educated, most had, .matricul-
ated and a significant number had airher a university or college 
education. Whether !·he museums do not attract those who have 
had little formal education or whether these were the visii"ors who 
failed to complete the questionnaires is no!· clear so it cannot safely 
be said that the museums do not attract those who have had little 
formal education. 
These results cl earl}' show who visits museurns and the museums will 
have to make a special effort to ortrac!· those who do not visit as 
well. It is useful to know just who visits museums but it is also 
very important to know what the need~ and ideas of the different 
groups are. With this in mir:id all the questions were analyzed in 
such a manner that the responses of the different age, racial, edu-
cational and residential groups could be examined separately. These 
results have been discussed in the previous sections and it must 
suffice to point out that the personal characteristics of the visitors are 
important variables influencing their responses to various questions. 
It must also be kepf· in mind that a distinction cannot always simply 
be made between _White and Non-Whi!"e os the Africans, Coloured 
and Indians frequently responded quite different! y to the questions. 
The different l'-lon-White groups do not share the same approach to 
the museums and what is offered there and their respective cultural 
backgrounds clearly influence their responses. 
Similar! y the needs of the different age groups must be examined 
independently and the distinction between South African and overseas 
visitors must also be kept in mind. 
Besides the fact that !'he museums do not attract a cross section of the 
pub Ii c those who the m1;seums do attract con hard! y be called regular 
visitors. Most indicated that they visit a myseum about once a year 
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and the second largest group twice a year v1hi!e only 9 .5% visit 
a museum monthly, Such fl9ures are hem.Hy to be proud of when it 
is considered that Werth (1976) pointed cut that every American 
visits a museum .at least three times a year while nearly half of all 
the museums in the world are situated in America. (1) 
Most of the visitors did, however, indicate that they always try 
to visit the museum when they visit a tO\·vn. This was seen as an 
expression of a group ideal and the random selection of opening hours 
of ihe museums was seen as a possible reason why this was only a group 
ideal and not ac1·ual behaviour. Perhaps a long i·erm aim for aH muse-
ums should be to work toward more flexibility in opening hours so that 
the museums can also take their place on the entertainment scene 
instead of closing their doors at 5pm. and remaining closed over weekends. 
Such results suggest that the public is by no means museum conscious 
with the result that the museu.ms have also made little or no progress 
toward community involvement and hardly succeed in serving the 
public. This lack of community involvement is clearly rnflected in 
the responses to the question on residence; of all the visitors who 
completed the quesl"ionnaires only 23.5% were visiting their local 
museums at the time - at one museum as Ii ttl e as 3. 5% of the visitors 
were local people~ This suggests that although i·he Cape museums 
serve a public consisting mainly of people living elsewhere in 
Southern Africa and overseas they hardly attract visitors from the 
communities in which they are situated'. 
The extremely low percentage of local visitors as reflected in this 
survey could be due to the foct that the survey was carried out during 
the better part of the summer ho! iday season; the figure would probably 
have been slightly higher if the survey covered other times as well 
e.g. when there was no school or university vacations. Yet, most 
overseas researchers also found that in many cases the local visitors 
were the minority so this is clearly a problem which is experienced 
by many museums. 
Such results suggest that museums are frequently seen as being main I y 
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tourist attractfons - Bazin (1967) pointed out that museums are 
"besieged by crowds of vacationers and t·hus tho paradox arises 
that the museums of a country are often visited more by foreigners 
than by its own citizens (who cultivate their artistic tastes in other 
count·ries during their annutil vacations) 11 (2) In a way this holds 
true for South African visit·ors, inst·ead of regularly visiting their 
local museums they flock to museums in other parts of the country 
while on holiday, although not on such a large scale as at overseas 
museums where the large number of visitors during the holidays create 
serious problems. Both !'he public and the museums are responsible 
for this situation where muse1Jms serve mainly as tourist attractions 
instead of being dynamic cultural centres to which tourists are also 
attracted. 
The public is still largely apathetic. It is unlikely that they still 
see museums merely as repositories of curiosities but they do not see 
them as vital forces within a community eii-her. They have reached 
an intermediate stage where the different function 6f museums (preser-
vation, research and education) are acknowledged and accpei·ed in 
a rather passive manner - the idea of "active participation'' on the 
side of the pL•blic has simply not occurred to them. In a question on 
the most important function of museums a very slight majority indicated 
that it was the preservation of valuable items. SI ightl y less chose 
"serving the publ ic11 as the most important function, quite a few indic-
ated that' both functions were equally important. This shows that many 
of the visitors are w·~ll aware of pub! ic service as a function of museums 
but there is no indication that there is anything more than simply 
awareness. If this is the cose with those who actually visit museums 
it can only be imagined that the non-visitcrs live in ignorance as 
far as the functions and potential of museums are concerned. 
This state of affairs will persist if the museums do not make a special 
effort to interest the pub! ic. More than half of the visil'ors indicated 
that they visited the pmticular museum because they were interested. 
The museums will therefore have to work at keeping their visitors 
ini·erested (and making them more inh:;rcsted) us wel I as interesting 
thos1.=: who do not visit museums. 
To keep ~ncl make the pub! ic museum conscious more attention 
will have to be given to al! publ icily media. From the survey it wcs 
learnt that only 23.5% of the visitors first got to knov.,1 about the rnuse!Jm 
through the radio, newspaper or other information media while the 
maiority first heard about the museum from friends. Considering that 
ali the publicity media were grouped together the 23.5°,{) is very low -
a clear reflection of the fact that museum publicity is neglccl'ed b}' 
most, Many of the visitors who had first heard of the miJseum through 
the radio, newspaper or other information media indicated that the 
11 other information media" was in foct the iocai Touris!· Information 
CeniTe and one sometimes gets thE: impression that such cenrres are 
more successful in advertising the. museums than the museums tl)emselves. 
lmmelr.nan (1972) pointed out. that "your public relations programme 
will still depend mainly on your pride and enthusiasm in your museum" 
(3) and this makes one wonder whether the lack of pub! icity or pub! le 
relations at South African museums is not due only to shortage of funds 
and staff prob! ems but also due to the fact that many museums have 
little more than their permanent e'chibits and some very limited 
services to offer and advertise. Hopefu II y the pub Ii c relations of 
museums wil I improve as soon as the museums make an effort to ful-
fill a more dynamic role in society. 
This concept was discussed in detail in the introduction and it was 
pointed out that such a change could only take place once the museums 
have information on the public and on the needs of the public. ih!s 
survey provided museums with factual information on their visiting 
public and also showed which groups are not really attracted to 
mus·eums. 
The actual needs of the public could, however, not be examined in 
much detail in this survey and on! ya few questions touched en this 
matter. The findings have been discussed in detail previous I y and the 
differences between the different age, racial, educational and 
·- 8.5 •. 
residential groups were incorporated in lhe discussion:;. Brief!}' it 
was found that most of the rrtL•seums were rated a$ having character 
but there was an outcry for additional information in the form of 
guide book I ets. The idea of a I iving museum was popular with 
particularly the younger visitors but most still liked a museum which 
showed a little of everything (i.e. collections of items, dioramas or 
period rooms and examples of particular objects). Me>st visitors 
tho•Jght that a tearoom at the museum would be a good idea provided 
that it was well done and fltt"ed in with the surroundings. 
Considering these general findings on the visitors and their needs 
it is clear that the museums still have far i·o go when it comes to 
attracting a cross section of the public and catering for their needs 
and by doing J·his becoming involved within their respective comm-
unities. Our museums are clearly not dynamic centres of entertain~· 
ment and learning bL•r rather status symbols proving that the comrnun~· 
ities take an interest in culture and e.g. natural history. They are. 
luxuries instead of essential services and will remain so unless they 
make a move toward community involvement in an attempt to esta~ 
blish themselves as being essential services. 
It has been pointed out previously that there are many ways in which 
the museums could work toward becoming involved with the public and 
it was also shown that the knowledge of such "avenues of invol 'lement" 
was not. focking in South Africa. Now there is also some factual 
information on who the visitors ore and what they want which was 
not known previously. It seems easy to say that t·he museums should 
wake up and "do something'' - they could at least attempt to provide 
their visitors with complete and up to date guide booklets and arrange 
some exhibits and activities in which the visitors could take part. 
This iS no new suggestion - most museologists have a good knowledge 
of the huge discrepancy between what the museums should be doing 
and achieving and what they are doing and achieving. The usual 
excuses for this discrepancy are lack of funds, lack of space, staff 
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shortages and an apathetic public. Such probiems certainly make any 
progress toward active community involvement very difficult but 
progress should never be impossible. 
The lack of funds is the central problem for money can pay for addit-
ional space and for trained staff members but in this respect a vicious 
circle has developed: The museums lack funds and cannot adequately 
serve their communil'ies and because the museums provide inadequate 
services they will continue to receive inadequate financial support, 
The museums will have to break out of this vicious circle by winning 
over the public and proving thut it is well worthwhile to invest 
money in museums, 
It is a pity that one has to suggest that strong public support is 
necessary before museums can hope for adequate financial aid. The 
availability of funds for such essential matters as research and !·he 
pub! ication of research findings should not be dependent on the 
popularity of the museum and on the number of visitors. Such funds 
should be avail ab! e readily but the authorities have not given atten-
tion to the pleas of museums, perhaps the pleas of the general public 
wil I be more effective. 
· The means of winning the pub! ic over wil I not be discussed here, it 
canon I>' be stressed that each museum wil I have to evaluate its 
resources and decide on perhaps one or two ways in which the museum 
can make an additional effort to mc.ke itself better known to the 
community which it serves and to attract these people. No museum 
can honestly say that this is impossible and if each works towards 
changing the image of the museum the pub! ic will change its attitude 
towards museums. Once the public is firmly behind the museums some 
pressurn could be exerted~ on the bodies governing museums - until 
then the museums will be entirely at the mercy of the state, provin-
cial administrations or councils under which the>' fa! I. 
If the pub! ic is made aware of the value of museums in a community 
they also have the right to know about the problems facing museums. 
~ 
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It is so eaS)' to criticize museums - to point out what the:.1 should be 
doing or showing and to say that they mus1 provide guide booklets 
but how many people know that many museums simply cannot afford 
to provide such basic requirements as addiHonal information in the 
form of guide booklets? l'\lo many, most probabl)' think that the mus-
eums are neglecting the public in this manner on purpose. Everyone 
has heard of inflation, most know that in all sectors expenditure 
is supposed to be cut so why should museums keep quiet about the 
effeot of such measures on them? 
More museums should fol low the example of e.g. the Johannesburg 
Art Gall er>' and the Museum of Man ond Science in Johannesburg 
and make i·he implications of reduced grants and soaring costs known. 
The Johannesburg City Council greatly reduced the grants to l"hese 
museums and fortunately !·his was made known to the public and the 
Council came in for a fair amount of critlscism from all sides. 
Little or no attention is given to the pleas cf the museums for more 
substantial financial assistance. The authorities must be tired of 
the complaints from the museums by now so perhaps there will be 
more response to the complaints from the public. Museums exist 
to serve society and if they are unable to do this adequately !"he 
public must be made to state their grievances'. publicly. However, 
this can only be hoped for once the pubiit is firmly behind the 
museums and more sensitive to the needs of museums. 
Werth (1976) pointed out that the American museums gei" their funds 
mainly from entrance fees, the sale of items ai' the museums and the 
conl'ribuf'ions of individuals, organizations, foundations, and the 
government. (4) 
Althousih many South African museums sell e.g. booklets, posters and 
post cards there is still scope for improvement. Voigt (1972a) suggests 
that the museum sales desk as a means of pub! idly is a practical first 
step towards better public relations. (5) In the present survey 
most visitors indicated that they would like guide booklets and some 
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commenl·ed that a! I museums should sell good colour posr cards. 
·.An effort on the part of the museums in this direction will clearly 
not be wasted. The legal position of the rnu$eu;ns with regard to 
sell Ing items such as books at a reduced cost should be investigated 
in some detail.· At present l~ is assumed by most that it is within 
the I aw to sel I such ii-ems provided that the museums do not show a 
profit, which of course will not be allowed to happen'. 
Mo;;t visitors also indicated that they are prepared to make a 
contribution by paying an en.trance fee. It is interesting that while 
American museums give entrance fees as a significant source c·f in-
come many South African museums do not hove entrance fees at al I 
and some charge 5c on certain days to keep unwelcome visitors out'. 
The larger contributions rnusr however be sought elsewhere. It has 
perhaps become necessary for museums to realize that they must 
accept the assistance of indusf'ries and other large business concerns. 
Their offers for financial assistance in return for discreet advertising 
should not be turned down but should ral+1er be encouraged. If 
such offers are not forthcoming the museums should make ihe first 
move and e.g. invite a certain concern to set up or supply displays 
or to finance them - the private sector does not yet realize its 
responsibilities to the museums. (6) 
When it comes to donations the Arne:rican mL1seums have an advant-
age as there is a tax rebate on donations to museums. It has been shown 
that such a system can only be to the advantage of a country and this 
has been under discussion for quite some time in South Africa. So far 
nothing has come of al I the discussions but" there is still hope as one 
of the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry into the Co·· 
ordination of Museums on a National Level (1975) is: "There should 
be rebates on income tax and estate duty for donors of cultural items 
and works of art to museums or gal I eri es." (7) 
This brings OQe to the importance of a government support to museums. 
In coni-rast to the American museums the South African museums are 
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main! y dependent on the government (nc.rHoncl t provincial, or local) 
for financiai support and this is likely to remain so. Subsicli~s are 
to a ceri'ain extent influenced by the economic and political situation 
al· the time but on the other hand the museums are secure in the 
know! edge that they wit I continue to receive aid. The appointment of 
the Commission of Inquiry suggests a more possitive approach on the 
part of the Governrnen!· to the museums and it is up to the museums 
to prove that such attention is well worthwhile by making an effort 
to become more dynamic institutions. 
The problems facing South African museums are by no means unique ~, 
most overseas museums have been faced with exaci'I y the same problems 
and some have solved them while others are still struggling. The South 
African museums can look at the ways in which problems were solved 
at other museums, something could be learnt from their solutions 
provided tho!· the diff~rences in the soda~ political and economic 
situations are kept in mind. To a large extent they wi!l 1 however, 
have to work out their o.;.,,n solutions, they will have to change, adapt 
to society1s needs and fulfill their social role in the widest possible 
sense. 
It is hoped that th ls study, in particular the survey / has contributed 
a little to a better understanding of the museum visitors and their needs 
and that· such an understanding will aid the museums in fulfilling their 
social role. It is al so hoped that this study will make rnuseums aware 
of the value of research; the)' can on! y benefit from factual inform-
ation. There are many areas which must still be explored in this 
manner e.g. the non-visitors and their motives could be studied as 
well as the reaction of the visitors to particular exhibits in the museum. 
The survey has shown that the finclings of overseas researchers cannot 
always safely be applied to South African museums and their visitors. 
Such findings can be used as guidelines but the South African museo-
logists must rnalize that they must start doing their own research on 
their own museums, visitors and non-visitors. 
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Ouestions asked in the. FIRST PILOT STUDY and t-he results of this study: 
1. ·You first got to know about this museum -
1 - through the radio, newspaper or other information 
media. (11 responses) 
2 - You have alw.ays kno_wn about it. (19 responses) 
3 - from fri;ands. (5 responses) 
4 - at school. (6 responses) 
(4 failed ro respond) 
2. You came to the museum today -
1 - because you just happened to be passing .(14 responses) 
2 - because it is fun. (2 responses) 
3 - because you are interesl·ecl in particular 
exhibits. 
4 - to bring the children. 
3. You have visited this museum -
1 - several times. 
2 - This is the first time. 
3 - ol ready once before. 
4. Do you belong to a "Friends of the Museum 11 
association? 
1 - yes 
2 - no 
3 - Would I ike to join one now. 
(4 failed to respond) 
5. When you visit o. town do you usually visit 
the museum if you have time? 
1 - Usua!lynot 
2 - Always try to. 
(3 fa ii ed to respond) 
6. What about having a tearoom at the museum? 
- A good idea. 
2 - Abad idea. 














'"'7. You found the displa}'S of 1·his museum -
1 - fascinating and stimulating, 
2 - just al lr!ght. 
3 - rather dull and boring. 
4 - disorganized and confusing. 
8. Would you I ike a I iving museum with e.g. 
models which you can work and works which 
you can touch? 
1 - yes 
2 - no 
(3 faiied to respond) 
(30 responses} 





9. Would you I ike to have morn information in detail 
· near each exhibit? 
1 - yes 
2 - 110 
3 - less please 1• 




~· 10. Do you think that the main emphasis of museums in general 
should be -
1 - on preservation of valuable items. 
2 - on serving the public. 
3 - What else? 
(2 foiled to respond) 
11. Your age is -
1 - under 25. 
2 - 26 to 50. 
3 - over 50. 
{1 failed to respond) 
12. You are -
- African 
2 - Colou;ed 
3 - Indian 
4 - White 
















1 - in Soui·h Africo 
2 ~ Elsewhere in Africa 
3 - overseas 




14. You attained y::iur latest· level of education -
1 - at a technical ortioining college. 
2 - at university. 
3 ·· when you matriculated at school. 
4 - other. 







Questions asked in the SECOND PILOT STUDY and the results of 
this study. 
1. You came to this museum today M/\INLY -
1 - because you just happened to be passing 
2 - because it is fun. 
(22 responses) 
(7 responses 
3 - because you ar0 interested in particular exhibits (41 responses) 
4 - to bring the children ( 3 responses) 
2. You FIRST got to know about thls museum -
1 - through the newspaper, radio or other information 
media. {19 responses) 
2 - you have alway·s known about 1 t. 
3 - from friends. 
4 - at school . 




3. When you visit a town do you usually visit the museum 
if you hC1ve time? 
1 - Usuallynot. 
2 - Always try to. 
4. You visit a museum -
1 - at I east once a month. 
2 - at I east once every 6 months. 
3 - about once a year. 
(l failed to respond) 





5. What about having a tearoom where you can relax at the 
museum? 
1 - A good idea 




6. When visiting a new rmiseurn you would /'/,OST enjoy seeing -
1 - a complete colleclfon of items e.g. a collection 
of S.A. stamps or precious stones. (6 responses) 
2 - a reconstruction of o. scene from nature or a 
room of a particular period (e.g . a typicai Cape 
Dutch I iving room) (20 responses) 
3 - partic1;lar objacts e.g. examp!es of Greek 
pottery or sculpture, displciy~d on their own. 
4 - a little of everything. 
( 15 responses) 
(33 responses) 
7. Would you I ike a I ivlng murnum with e.g. models which you can 
work and exhibits which you can handle? 
1 - yes (39 responses) 
2 - no (32 responses) 
(3 failed to respond) 
8. Would guide booklets, giving more detailed inform~tion abo:.Jt 
exhibits be useful when you visit museums? 
1 - Usually yes 
2 - No. 
(72 responses) 
(1 response) 
9, Which do you think is f'he MOST important function of museums? 
1 - The preservation of valuable items. (38 responses) 
2 - Serving the public e.g. education (35 responses) 
10. Your age is: -
- under 25 
2 - 26 to 50 
3 - over 55 
11 . You are: -
1 - African 
2 - Coioured 
3 - Indian 
4 - White 









12. You live -
·- in South Africa 
2 elsewhere in Africa 
3 - overseas 
(2 failed to respond) 
13. You attained your latest level of education -
1 - at a technical or i-raining college 
2 ·• at university 
3 - matric or at secondary school. 
4 - other, including s~ill at school. 
(2 failed to respond) 
(56 responses) 
(3 responses) 
( 12 responses) 
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P..PPEl,!D IX i\/ 
/..,_ list of all the Museums v1hich took part in !·he survey. 
PROVINCIAL MUSEUMS 
Our Heritage t/\useum, Adelaide. 
Barkley Emt Museum. 
Shipwreck Museum, Bredasdorp. 
Burgersdorp Cultural History Museum. 
0Jleclon Museum. 
Calvinia MLrseum. 
East London lv\useum. 
Huguenot Memorial Museum, Franschoek. 
Groaff Rei net /v\useum. 
Albany 1-v\useum, Graharnstow~. 
1820 .Sett! ers' Memorial Museum, Grahamstown. 
Mary Moffat Museum, Griquatown. 
Duggan Cronin Bantu Gallery, Kimberly. 
Kaffrarian Museum, King William's Town .. 
S.A. Missionary Museum, King William's Town. 
C.P. Ne! Museum. 
Oude Pastorie Museum, Paarl. 
Port Elizabeth Museum. 
Queenstown and Frontier Museum. 
Ste I I enbosch Museum. 
Somerset East Museum. 
Drosl·dy Museum, Swel I endam. 
Oude Kerk Vo!ksmuseum, Tulbagh. 
Victoria West t.;\useum. 
Worcester Museum. 
Afrikaar.se Taalmuseum, Paorl. 
/v\agersfontein Hattle·-field Museum, Kimberly. 
STATE AIDED MUSEUMS: 
South Afdcan Museum, Cope Town 
S.A. Cultural History Museum, Cape Town 
Groot Constantia 
William Fehr Collection, Cape Town 
S.A. National Galler)', Cape Town 
Wil liarn Hump!-:reys Ari· Gallery / Kimberly. 
OTHER: 
Martello Tower Museum, Simonstown 
King George Vi Art Gal I ery, Port El izCibeth. 
Irma Stern N\useum, Cape To1ivn. 
-105 -
APPENDIX V 




MUSEUM VISITOR SURVEY - A PROGRESS REPORT 
Disi'ribution: 
The 10,000 questionnaires used in the survey were printed and sent to 
the museums concerned by the end of November 1975. The small er 
museums received batches of 250 while the bigger museums received 
up to 500 questionnaires each. 
Returns and public response: 
Many museums hove already returned their completed questionniares; 
it seems likely i·hal· the response rate for the whole survey will be fairly 
high if some of the larger museums will just put a little more effort into 
getting their visit-ors to complete 1·he questionnaires'. It seems as though 
there is not always sufficient interest in public opinion. 
From the first results it appears that the public had no real difficulty 
in completing the questionnaires - most found it simple enought and 
SHORT enough. lv'1any wrote in comments which proved to be interest-
ing as well as informative. e.g~ 
Most people are prepared to pay a small entrance fee - provided that 
it is 11 smali 11 • M0 st would l.ike a tearoom at the museum - provided 
that il' fits into the SLllToundings. Guidebooks giving more information 
on exhibits seemed popular but many de! eted 11 tape recorded comment-
aries" • 
Comments applicable only to the particular museums where the question-
naires were completed are also interesting e.g. many visitors to the 
Calvinia Museum wrote that they firs!· got to know c1bout the museum 
when they saw the signpost at the side of the road'. 
All comments are recorded and will be a valuable supplement· to 
the rather fonnal computerized data. 
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Our Heritage Museum, Adelaide 
Bark! ey East Museum 
Bredasdorp Museum 
250 Burgersdorp Cultural History Museum 






250 Calvinia Museum· 80 
270 East London Museum 100 · 
260 Huguenot Memoral Museum, Franschoek 100 
260 Graaf Reinet Museum 34 
275 Albany Musaim, Grahamstown 
250 1820 Settlers' Memorai Museum, Grahamstown -
150 Mary Moffat Museum, Griquatown 
260 Alexander McGregor Memorial Museum, 
Kimberly 
300 Kaffrarian Museum, King William's Town 
250 S.A. Mis~ionary Museum, King Williams Town -




Oude Pastorie Museum, Paarl 
Afrikaanse Taal Museum, Paarl 
Port Elizabeth Museum 
250 Queenstown and Fronl'ier Museum 
260 Stel I enbosch Museum 
250 Somersef· East Museum 
260 
250 
Drostdy Museum, Swellendam 
Oude Kerk Yolks Museum, Tulbagh 
250 Victoria West Museum 
250 Worcester Museum 
530 S.A. Museum, C. T. 
500 S.A. Cultural History f\'11useum, C. T. 











Martello Tower Museum, S!mcnsl·own 
William Fehr Collection, Cape Town 
S.A. !'\Ja!fonal GcJl!ery, Cape Town 
260 William Humphreys Art Gallery, Kimberley 








The last questionnalre which was sent to all museums taking part in the survey .. 
- MUSEUM VI Si TORS SURVEY: THE LAST~· 
QUESTIONNAIRE 




(If a distinction was not made between European and !'-Ion-European a 
toi·al will do). 
2. Numher of visitors during the months when the questionnaires were 




3. Do school groups vi::;it the museum -
from local schools? 
from ol·her parts of the country? 
Jan. 






5. For the small museums: Are visitors usually shown through the museum 
or are they mainly left to find their own way? 
6. Are guide-booklets usually on sale at the museum? 
7. Were these book I ets on sole (e.g. not out or print) at the time when the 
questionnaires were handed to the visil-ors? 
8. If these booklets were out of print for how long have the>' been out of print? 
~· 110 -
9. ·How much does a guide-booklet cost? 
10. Do the visitors have i·o pay c.n enln:ince fee? 
1L How much? 
Adults 
Children 
12. Are there "free" days? 
13. What are the opening hours of the museum ? 
14. Are there road signs indicating where the museum is'? 
15. Is there a tearoom/ restaurant within walking distance from the museum ? 
16. Did anyone supervise the completion of the questionnaires and e.g. 
point out that only one answer to each question should be chosen 
and that comments should no!' be scribbled all over the questionnaires? 
- 1t1 -
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Our Haritage Museum, A!Jelaide. 
Barkley East Museum 
Bredasdorp Museum 
Burgersdorp Cul tura! History Museum 
Caledon Museum 
Calvinia Museum 
East London Museum 
Huguenot Memoral Museum, Franschoek 
Graaf Reiilet Museum 
Albany Museum, Grahamstown 










1820 Settlers' Memorial Museum 1 Grahamstown49 
Mary Moffat Museum, Griquatown 109 
Duggan Cronin Bantu Gallery, Kimberley 54 
Kaffrarian Museum, King Williams' Town 254 
S .A. Missionary Museum, I<. W. T. 21 
C. P. l'·lel Museum, Oudtshoorn 385 
Oude Pasotrie Museum, Paarl 287 
Port Elizabeth Museum 166 
Queenstown and Frontier Museum 149 
Ste! I enbosch Museum 247 
Somerset East Museum 99 
Drosdty Museum, Swel lendam 182 
Oude Kerk VolksmL•seum, Tulbagh 238 
Victoria West Museum 90 
Worcester Museum 247 
S.A. Museum, Cape Town 117 
S.A. Cultural History Museum, Cape Town 105 
Groot Constantia 552 
Marti:.~llo Tower Museum, Simonstown 206 
William Fehr Collection, Cape Town 467 
S.A. National Gallery, Cape Town 361 
- U.2 -
Willi am Humphreys Art GCl !I ery, Kimberley 111 
King George VI Art Ga 11 ery, P. E; 156 
Afrikaanse Taalmuseum, Paarl 131 
Magersfontien Battle-field Mu~eum 112 
Irma Stern Museum 72 
- :t 13 -
APPEND!X VIII 
COMMENTS lv'1ADE BY THE V!SITORS: 
In most· cases the comments of the visitors were on specific questions 
or answers. The comments have been grouped according to the 
answer which the visitor chose to the particular question. When 
more than one visitor made the same comment and chose the same 
answer the number of visitors doing so will f:?e given in brackets. 
Comments which were not aimed at specific questions or answers 
will be given separately at the end:H 
Whenever a visitor deleted or underlined part of the question or 
answer the section will br quoted and deleted or underlined as 
required. When necessary for the clarity of the comment the name 
of the museum which the visitor was visiting at 1'he time wil I be 
given in brackets; any other relevant infonnation wil I also be incl -
uded in this manner. 
Ouestion 1 · You came to this museum today mainly: 
Answer ·1 - because you just happened to be passing. 
COMMENTS - " ... pelli~ 11 visiting Grahamstown. 
Answer 2 -
+is an old boy educated in this school (C. P. Nel 
Museum) 
Spec i fi cal I y brought by a friend. 
On bus tour. 
Sightseeing tour. 
because it is fun. 
COMMENTS - N.A.V. artikel in die Huisgenoot. (Barkley East Museum) 
As a place of interest. 
Ansvver 3 -
CON\MENTS -
because you are interested in particular exhibits. 
Great Grcnny lived here. {Calvinia Museum) 
. 
11 
••• interested in peir.ffeu~e~hi-b-i-+s .11 (4 visitors) 
ou meubels 
Because we were told it was interesting. 
Toys 
II pafi'W-etr~-b-il's." the house and grounds. 
Buildings with a history. 
Always interested in art galleries. 
!:-_ns~:er_~.__:._ i·o bring !he children. 
COMMENTS - Handicapped children from a school. 
To shO\v the children their heritage and learn. 
11 
••• ehH~ert. 11 Visitors. 
en besoekers. 
No response - (if no answer was chosen but the visitor commented 
instead) 
COMME~HS -· To buy the packages of special cards. 
lets van al 4. 
Ouestion 2 : 
Answer I -
Spesifiek korn kyk na aanbeveling van inligHngs buro. 
Ons kom kyk elke jaar, my man washier op skool. 
Ek werk hi er. 
To bring my guests. 
General interest (2nd visit) 
Ek V.1ou dit kom sien. 
Because ~'le are visiting all the museums today. 
To bring. visitors to C. T. 
Tour 
Special visit. 
Because we wanted to see it as part of our country. 
Looking for a toil et .. 
Because I I ove art. 
I love art and want to I earn about art, 
Tourist. 
Because it was raining and we happen to live nearby. 
You first got to know about this museum : 
through the radio, newspaper or other information media, 
COMMENTS ~ At the hotel. 
Saw the no ti ce. 
Saw sign/ Signboard/ Sign post/ from sign (6 visitors) 
Kennisgewing op straat /Signpost at side of road (8 visitors) 
11 through tfte--:-edi-o-,-~""()f ether information media. 11 
A.A. Atlas/ A.A. Mops (2 visitors) 
- 11r; .... ...... .•. .,,., 
Paclkcmrt 
II fh • r t' d• 111 10 • '1. ) •.• ~--5:~mrom1a.:_~0:1 m.c 1a, \ vis1 .ors 
11 
•••• ~!·1de_~~~~tinflslxonne:" (4 visitors) 
Jusl' saw it. 
Guide. 
Tourist Information/ "fourist Office/ Information Bureau 
(5 visitors) 
Kimberley Information Centre 
Ir.formation Office P. E. 
Toevallig hier verby gery - toeris. 
Koero~t - dit was my ouerhuis. 
From sign -·assumed town would have one. 




11 through the radio.!. newspaper ... 11 · 
Answer 2 - You have always known about it. 
COMMENTS - Told about it by my grandfather. 
Answer 3 -




From my aunt the first curatrix. 
Local folk met today, but friends'. 
Student son at Rhodes. 
en famil ie. 
S.A. Women's Navy officer who we happened to ask. 
Asnwer 4 -· at schoo! . 
COMMENTS - lv'\y children told me. 
No r~pori~ -
COMt·./\ENTS - My vrou het horn uitgesnuffel. 
Saw it by chance/ Toevallig gesien (4 visitors). 
- 116 -
.A1lways !ook for a museum when passing through a town. 
Saw mL1seum whilst driving po.si' /Per i·oe'tal hi.er 
verby gery. (5 visitors) 
Besoek a:in Burgersclorp. 
Going for a walk and came across it. 
Carne across the museum pure I y by chance whilst 
walking around. 
In passing/ Passing by/ Passing through/ Just passing. 
(8 visi 1·ors) 
I saw the building. 
Saw it for the first 1·ime today. 
Road panel. 
Did not know about it. 
Always visit museums when in a new town. 
We passed it iri the street. 
Visiting the Caves (C. P. Nel Museum) 
By seeing it. 
Die buitekantse uitstall ing het my gelok en toe si en 
ek die museum hier. 
Mother 1s family came from Tulbagh. 
Found it. 
N/A 
N/A Delayed in town and saw the museum direction sign. 
Didn't know about it. 
Cape Town museum curator. 
From the guide on our tour. 
Heard about it while passing by. 
Toevallig net verby gery - notice board. 
Guard at dockyard gate. 
At S.A. Museum. 
Assumed C. T. would have an art gallery. 
Geen 
Looking for a museum. 
Het op horn afg·ekom. 
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Ouestion 3 : When .you visit a town do you tisuc:I!>' visit the 
. .. h . " museum 1r you ave t1n1e r 
Answer I - Us1Jally not. 
COMMENTS - But so glad we did this one trip. 
Answer 2 - Always try to. 
COMMENTS - Besl is hierdie een. 
No response -
Somef'imes Ir>' to. 
Om icts wys to raak uit die geskiedenis soos dit 
daardic plek raak. 
"Probeer ei~. soms (2 visit()rs) 
11 Always try-kr ~ 11 
COMMENTS - If possible. 
Sometimes (3 visitors) 
On occasions. 
Ouestion 4 You visit a museum: 
Answer I - at least once a month. 
COMMENTS - On average over a year. 
So far. 
Answer 2 : at least once every 6 months. 
COMMENTS ·· When possible. 
Vol gens ek op re is gaan. 
(3 months) 
Answer 3 : about once a year. 
COMMENTS - Whenever possible / If possible (3 visitors) 
No response -
Depending on circumstances. 
When on hcliday we visit many in a short time. 
Om vriende rond te neem. 
Seldom. 
Woar beskikbaar. 
About once every few years. 
Live in an out of the way spot. 
COMMENTS - Only when visiting once every 5 years. 






N/A (3 visil\xs) 
Wanneer dit moontl ik is/ When possible (5 visitors) 
Nooit (2 visitors) 
Not that often. 
More seldom. 
Elke dag - ek werk hier. 
Uiters selde. 
Off+ on 
When given the opportunity to visit. 
Wanneer ek by een kom 'Nat ek nog nie gesien het nie. 
Always try. 
When on holiday from Rhodesia. 
Varies' .. '~ 1• 
·? (2 visitors) 
Almost never - 1st time in 30 y·eors. 
Less than once a year. 
When come to Cape. 
When we are travel I ing. 
Wanneer die geleentheid hom voordoen. 
Wanneer ek by een kom wat ek nog nie besoek het nie. 
Whenever I am able 4 x /year. 
Do you mind paying a smal I entrance fee when visiting 
a museum? 
yes 
Het 6 kinders. 
Ja - 20c (S.A. Museum) 
x ..... ~ 
Studente is vrek arm. 
No 
Dont mind donation. 
11 
••• smal I entrance fee ... 11 / 11 ••• geringe 
toegangsgeld ... 11 (19 visitors) 





Geld is nodig vir instandhoudina o 
· Ek gee grciog. 
It depends on the amount. 
As dit gering is. 




How small ? ? ? 
'vVhat about having a te:iroom where you can relax at 
the museum? 
A good idea. 
If I eft separate from the museum. 
II L--'-••• re~~ •• 11 kiosk 
Not attached. 
lf done in a certain period. (Calvinia Museum) 
Must fit into surroundings. (Huguenot Memoral Museum) 
If for all races. 
On the wu}' out. 
Depending on the size and situal·ion of the museum. 
? 
111 l 
In good taste - MUST BE 
A must. 
Wanneer dit in pas by the cmgewing. (Worcester Museum) 
Yes, to rr.ake a profit to pay for the upkeep. 
Licensed. 
Not in the museum. 
More attraction for the less interested and smaller children. 
Mi ts dit tradisioneel is. 
For iunch break and stay the day. 
Sometimes. 
But not on the museum grounds. 
But with service. (Groo·r Constantia) 
But not necessary at this size gallery. 
Park tearoom serves. (S.A. National Gallery). 
- 120 -
With friends }'OU can then discuss the exhibits. 
The Stedel ijke in Amsterdc1m has a fantastic tearoom 
decorated by Miro and others. 
Scrumptious idea. 
Beslis 'n vereiste. 
Especially when a large museum. 
Answer 2 - A bad idea. 
COMMENTS - Defintel>" not. 
No response -
COMMENTS -
"A bad idea." 
Because of segregaticm. 
King William's Town is too small. 
Indifferent. 
Dit hang af van omstandighede. 
Better around the corner. 
Horrors 
? 
Sal graag tweetaligheid wil he. Slegs Engels is 
Frustrerend. (Groot Constantia) 
Make it common. 
Not necessary/ Unnecessary (2 visitors) 
Dit hang af van die groote van die museum. 
Impartial. 
It might encourage people who wruld not otherwise come. 
? (6 visitors) 
Indifferent (2 visitors) 
Geen kommentaar. 
Not really necessary. 
N/A 
Not worried. 
Not at this type of museum. (Groot Constantia) 
Ambivalent 
Afhangende van die ligging van die museum. 
Immaterial. 
If the museum is centraily situated there is no need. 
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Question 7: When visiting a new museum you would most enjoy 
seeing : 
Answer ·1 - A complete collection of items. 




mn Volledige versame!ing artike!s 
Fumifwe etc. paintings. 
Van die spesifieke plek. 
II 
a reconstruction of e.g. a scene from nature 
Moei· die leefwyse van daardie tyd uitbeeld. 
Eintl ik al 4 van toepassing afjangende van omstandighede. 
II I I '+I b Id . I II n <am er u1. n epaa e perioc e ••• 
" ... (e.g. a typical Cape Dutch kitchen)" YES '.'. 
Answer 4 - a little of everything. 
COMME!\.JTS - Wat vroer in daardie omgewing in gebruik was. 
No response -
COMMENTS -
Question 8 : 
Baie van .all es. 
Aho the bushmen relics ? ? ? 
An overal I view. 
Depends on what kind of museum. 
It al! depends 
? 
Depends en what is available. 
A comparison of similar objects. 
Mo.re S.A. and African works. (S.A. National Gallery) 
Would you like a living museum with e.g. models which 
you can work youn;elf and exhibits which you can handle? 
Answer 1 - yes 
COMMENTS - Waar moontlik (Onder andere). 
Providing precautions are taken against vandals and children. 





particularly for children. 
Especially in the case of sculpture~· p~1inting no. 
Answer 2 - no 
COMMENTS - People will dqmage them. 
No response -
COMMENTS -
It will cause trouble and chaos. 
T oonstukke moet goed beskryf wees. 
Nie prakties moontlik nie. 
Dan steel hul le. 
Modelle sal slyt. 
People would possibly spoil it. 
Dit sal vemiel. 
No time. 
Nice to see how things work but mishandling can 
cause darn~ge. 
? (4 visitors) 
Cannot honestly say one way or the o~her. 
Thai depends. 
Undecided / Onbesl is (3 visitors) 
Not necessary. 
Question 9 : You think this museum : 
Answer 1 - has character 
COMMEh!TS - A lived in museum. (Our Heritage Museum, Adelaide) 
Baie netjies en huisl ik. (Bredasdorp museum) 
Ja '. (Burgersdorp Museum) 




• (Calvinia Museum) 
10/10 II II 
Very much so '. (Graaf Reinet Museum) 
Definitely. 
Outstanding (Albany Museum, Grahamstown) 
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Very nice one. 
Wonderful / carry on. (C. P. Nel ~Auseum, Oudtshoorn) 
Yes 
Baie goeie museum. 
Wonderlik 
Baie 
As voorwerpe beter gemerk kan word dat mens weet 
wat sommige goed is. (Stellenbosch Museum) 
Yes, Excellent'. (Drostdy Museum, Swellendam) 
Besl is 
+H- (2 visitors) 
Baie 
Beautiful (Oude Kerk Boiksmuseum, Tulbagh) 
+ 
Beslis 
Heef veer karakter. (S.A. Cultural History Museum) 
Excellent. 
Very much. 
Could do with a guidebook (Grc:iot Constantia) 
But the attendants could be more pleasant. (Groot Constantio) 
Yes 
11 has character." Beautiful'. 
En hoe'. (William Fehr Collection) 
A lot. 
is too cold and artificial 
COMMENTS - "is too cold-ond--€11'ri.fk'1€H-. 11 (Oude Kerk Volksmuseum, 
Tulbagh), 
Wculd be improved by figrues in costumes. (Groot Constantia) 
Wine cellars too commercialized now. II 
"is too cold and artificial." 
No response -
COMMENTS - "is too(§"£"~nd artificial. 11 {East London Museum) 
Could be more lively. (Kaffrarian Museum) 
? (Oude Pastorie Museum, Paarl) 
Some character but not brought out, some too cold. 





In behveen. ($.A. Cultural History Museum) 
Character externally only. In my opinion this farm 
should be I ived in and not used as a museum. (Groot 
Constantia). 
A little of both. (Groot Constantia) 
Waag geen kommentaar. II 
For a small collection there are som~ remarkably fine 
English sporting paintings and portraits. (S.A. National 
Gallery) 
Considering the subjec~ it is difficult to have character 
but the setting is adequate. (King George VI Art Gailery) 
Would guide booklets N tape recorded commentaries 
giving more information about exhibits, be useful when 
you visit museums? 
Usually y~s 
11 
••• gidsboekies .•. 11 / 11 ••• guide booklets " (11 visitors) 
Personal touch. 
Book! ets helpful . 
Personal better. 
II ~ ---1-...I . ~,,._• 11 (8 ' 't ) ••• ·-r--'"' l'e"eO"l'O't'l:T"COITlffli;;;in-.:n-tes-: • • • . VISI ors 
With further references. 
Guide book needed. (S.A. Missionary. Museum) 
Gidshoekies welkom asook volledige inligting op 
kaartjies. 
Besoekers wil soms naslaan by hul tuiste. 
Always 
~ (2 visitors) 
Especially we! come for foreigners. 
Bes I is 
11 
••• tape recorded commentaries 
Not tape recorded. 
II NO 
11 
••• tape recorded commentaries ..• '' Absolutely not. 
Always add but not necessary. 
- 125 -
Unless you have proper notes about varioL1s obfects. 
Die skrif is moeil ik I eesbaar. (S .A. Cultural History 
Most definitely. Museum) 
W!2/: no broc~ures ? ? ? More information is necessary. 
(Groot Constantia) 
Always yes. The lack of information here is a tragedy -
in fact His ridiculous'. {Groot Constantia) 
·H++ 
Never tape recordings. The Congo Caves ones are 
horrible. 
111"'-··----l!L • II 
~1a. Definitief'. 
Definitely '. (5 visitors) 
Jammer geen gid~ of gidshandieiding beskikbaar nie. 
(Groot Constantia) 
Dit is 'n leemte. (Groot Constantia) 
11 l:lsua-l+y yes . " 
"l-:l~Hy-yet." Occasionally 
11 
••• Guide booklets ... 11 sufficient. 
If no guide available. 
11 Usually yes" 
Sterk aanbeveel 
II be>NeH•;rtl-i-k ja • II 
11 Gewoonlik. ja. 11 (2 visitors) 
But in this museum the attendant informs very adequai·ely. 
(Irma Stern Museum) 
Answer 2 - No 
COMMENTS II 
Because Mrs. de Jager was most helpful. (C. P. Ne! Museum) 
The printing on the exhibH cards is difficult to read. 
(Drostdy Museum, Swei lendam) 
Nie tyd nie'. 
Bitter min mense lees dit ooit en bandopnames is 
tydrowend. 
Gidse is rneer persoonlik. 
- 1.26 -
No response -




Museum atte~dant showed us all around. 
Which, do you think, is the most important function 
of museums? 
Answer I - The preservation of valuable items. 
COMMENTS - 11 ••• bewaring .• 11 
Altwee ewe belangrik. 
11 
••• 'V"etk.tobl~items. 11 
Human interest. 
11 
••• valuable items. 11 I . 
Answer 2 - Serving the public e.g. education. 
COMMENTS - Tog moeilik om te kies. 
No response -
11 
••• e.g .. education." (3 visitors) 
Serving the public by preservation. 
Without question. 
N.B. 
Opvoedkindig vir oud en jonk. Bewaring ook. 
11 Serving the public .•. 11 
This museum fails in this regard - poor description and 
illogical sequence of exhibits'.'. (S.A. Cultural 
History Museum) 
II .. 
The one is necessary in order to fulfill the other. 
COMMENTS - Albei /both (21 visitors) 
Both equally important/ Albei ewe belangrik. (8 visitors) 
Can't give one answer because I believe in a combination 
of 1 and 2. 
Die twee be~oort nie geskei te word nie. 
Moeilik - beide ewe belangrik. 




/\Aust serve both interests. 
It must combine these 2 functions (in ihe modern sense 
of the word) • 
lmpossibl e l'o discriminate. 
N/A 
Definitely both.·~ 
Both are important". 
Only one answer not possible. 
Both. If yo\J do not know your hisl'ory you are destined 
to relive it. 
To display objects d'art which are of national interest 
and education as well . 
Cannot choose one. Both opp! y. 
Your age is: 














European {2 visitors) 









COMMENTS - New Zealander 
German 
American 
? South African 
Hollanders 
English 
A man, a human beir:g 
South African 
Person 
N/A (2 visitors) 
Human being (3 visitors) 
Foreigner 
What difference does it make? 
Question 14: You live: 
Answer 2 - elsewhere' in Southern Africa 
COMMENTS - Grew up in Cape Town 
Question 15: You attained }'Our latest level of education: 
Answer 1 ~ at a technical or training college. 
COMMENTS - 11 ••• opleidings kollege. 11 
onderwys 
Anr,wer 2 - at university 
COMMENTS - l'·J/A 
u.c. T. 
Answer 3 - metric or at secondary school 
COMMENTS - '\natric ... 11 
Europe 
Answer 4 - other, including stil I at school. 
COMMENTS - 11 Elders, tm4'l:li1-eriel-rtog-op-"Skooll'. (2 visitors) 
"Gi'her;-i-nel-t:idtr'g stil I at school . 11 
No response -





N. B. Volledige gebruiksaanwysings moet by crtikels bygevoeg word, 
nie net skenkers se name nie. 
Fine modern museum philosophy here. (Albany Museum, Grahamstown) 
Please note that it would be good to be able to visit museums 
on Sundays. 
Suggestion: Vvhen entering a museum have no idea which is 
start of display - large information board required giving layout 
of museum. 
Each different section should be clearly indicated with easy to 
read signs. 
Why not use obsolete vessel as museum? 
Die ann eks moet assebli ef n i e toemaak tussen 1 en 2. ( S. A. 
National Gallery) 
Please have good colour post cards of many works. 
Foam mattresses ? ? ? (Groot Cons tan ti a) 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AN EXPLANATION OF THE CHI-SQUARE TEST: 
Spiegel (1961) explained the chi-square test as follows: "In practice, 
expected frequencies are computed on the basis of a hypothesis H 
0
• If 
under this hypothesis the computed value of x
2 
(chi) •.• i.s greater 








, which are the critical 
volues at the .05 and .Oi significance levels respectively), we would 
conclude that observed frequencies differ significantly from expecf·ed 
frequencies and would reject H
0 
at the corresponding level of 
significance. Otherwise we would accept it or at least not reject it. 
This procedure is called the chi-square test of hypothesis or 
significance. 11 
Although it was obvious that H 
0 
(the nul hypothesis) would not hold for 
most of the questions in the present study it was nevertheless assumed 
so as to have (J basis for the statistical te:;L This seemed feasible 
as such a survey had not been carried out in South Africa before 
and there were no previous findings on which to base expectations. 
AN EXAMPLE: 
In response to question 1 it was found tl"Ot 1312 visitors went to the 
museum because they happened to be passing, 1196 went for fun, 3471 out 
of interest and 633 to take the children. Theoretical! y one would have 
expected that each answer had an equal chance of being chosen and the 
expected frequencywould then have been 1653. Now we wish to know 
whether i·he observed frequencies (Ok) differ signifi con ti y from the 
expected frequencies (Ek). A measure of the difference between the 
observed and expected frequencies is given by the statistic x
2
{chi- square) 
x2 __ (o1 - e 1)2 + (o2 - e2)2 + ... (ok - ek)2 
el e2 ek 
x
2 = (1653 - 1312)= + (1653 - 1196)2 + (1653 - 3471)2 
2 
x = 
1653 1653 1653 





Number of categories K = 4 and v == k ~ 1 = 4 - 1 = 3 
The criticai valu~ x2 _
99 
for 3 degrees of freedom is 11.3. Since 
2825.56:> 11.3 we can conclude that the observed frequencies 
differ sig;1iflcantly from the expected frequencies. 
.. tJ6 ·-
Results a."ld chi-values which were mentioned in the d.i.scussions of the different 
questionse 
lo For the total of 36 museums -







2. For the 24 up-country museums -





For the 12 city museums -













633 ( 9.5%) 
52 ( .. 8%) 
1653 




346 ( 8.5%) 
20 ( .5'~) 
1006.75 
1416 .. 89 DF - 3 
398 (15. 2%) 
403 (15.4%) 
1497 (57 .2%) 
287 (11.o%) 
32 ( 1.~ 
646025 
1506 .. 59 DF ~ 3 
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4. For the ege vadable •· 
ObBerve<l frl'3qu.encies f;J)fJl;lCl' l ans1rer 2 an:=1wer 3 anow@r ~l 0 
18 and. under 17 · ~ 5 9.-:rr. r1 26 6,. .. , lf- .!. • iO _j , . J 0 /D 579 53~0}£ 40 ...,, ,.,,,!_ .. 0 t/:J 8 
19 to 35 610 22.4% 512 18.,Bfo 1370 50A5'b 211 f n8J~ 15 
36 to 55 362 18,,Q'~ 270 1306% 1004 50 ... ~% 338 17% 18 
over 55 163 1902% ~22 l4o4% 512 60.,3)1; 41 4o3~~ 11 
Expected ~·aluas 
18 ~md under 2150026 1960299 569oJ.86 103n488 
19 to 35 5360176 4-89.481 1419.29 2580053 
36 to 55 3910569 3570468 1036.,51 18Bo456 
over 55 1660229 151.752 440.017 80.003 
T.'!l.ble of chi-squares 
18 and under 7.82755 4506863 0169205 3809491 
19 to 35 10.1645 1.03601 lo71179 8c57949 
36 to 55 2.23293 2104022 1.01949 1180667 
over 55 0062704 5.833 11~7759 19.0147 
?. For the residence v&riable -
Ob~erved frequencies anl';wer 1 answer 2 answer :; anewe1· 4 0 
Local 212 l3o5% 373 23.8% 813 51..9% 149 9o5% 18 
S.A. 865 1908% 758 17 c4% 2267 5lo9% 456 10,,4% 20 
07ersea.s 231 32.4% -63 8~8% 380 53.4% 34 3.4% 14 
Expected values 
Local 307.519 280o'll7 813.233 1450531 
S.Ao 861.729 7860625 2278081;. 407.,806 
Oversea.e 138.751 126 .. 658 366.927 6506629 
Table of crJ.-squaxes 
Local 29 .. 6694 30 .. 3371 .000066 .082697 
SoA .. .0124412 1004163 0072344 3.5771 
Overseas 61.3313 32.9946 .. 465743 260435 
QUESTION 2: 
lo For the total of 36 museums -
Observed frequencie!!l for answer 1 1567 (23.5%) 
answer 2 2123 (31 .. 9%) 
answer 3 216} (3205%) 
a.11swer 4 586 ( 8.8%) 
Non-response rate 225 ( 3.4%) 
Expected f!<equency 1609.25 
Overall chi~aqua.red lOOE3.8S DF - J 
- JJ 8 -
2''" For thB 24 UJ.-COuntry lI!Ul3ei.imS ... 
Observed frequenciee for &.DSwer 1 981 (24 .27~) 
e.nswer 2 1156 (28o6?0 
an .. ;we!" 3 1499 (37o0%) 
answer 4 243 ( 6.0%) 
Non-response rate 168 ( 4.2'}&) 
Expected frequency 969075 
OVer..,J_l cr.i-squared 869.386 DF - 3'. 
. 3. For the 12 city museums .... 
Observed frequencies for answer l 586 (22.4%) 
tmswe:i.~ 2 967 {J7oo%) 
mswer) 664 (25o4%) 
an..~i-rer 4 343 (l3oJ%) 
Non-response rate 5'7 ( 2.,2%) 
Expected frequency 639.75 
Overall. chi~squared :509.46 DF ... 3 
4. For the age variable -
Observed frequencies answer 1 aru!wer 2 answer;. analfer 4 
18 and under 193017 .. 7% '°9 28.3% 367 3306% zoo 18.3% 0 
19 to 35 691 25o4% 791 2"9ol% 908 33o4% . 246 9.1% 23 
36 to 55 479 24.o% 706 35 .. 4% 605 30.A% 118 5o9% 82 
over 55 203 23e<J% '.511 36.6% 279 32.<J'/i 20 2o4% 36 
Expected Yalues 
18 snd under 2600513 352.174 359.161 9701516 
19 to 35 642.387 868.411 885 .. 64 239.562 
36 to 55 464.975 6280577 6410048 173.401 
over 55 1980126 267of537 273cl5'l. 73.8861 
Tabla of chi-squares 
18 end under 1704961 5.29292 .171076 1080879 
19 to 35 7.678P..J.3 6090058 0564516 .173028 
36 to 55 .423048 9.53633 2.02704 1707002 
-over 55 .119901 6095586 0125253 3902998 
5. For the race-variable~ 
Observed frequencies answer. l anewer 2 a.newer 3 answer 4 0 
Af ricon 2 2.1% 30 3Lo/f, :;o :;1 .. 9% 32 34% 
Coloured 24- 11.9% 53 25.9% 91 44e4% 37 le% 
Indian 15 16.o% 'Z7 28., 7/o 36 3s.3% 13 13.,efa 3 
\fnite 1516 24.4% 
. riot 




















· 6. For the residence variable -





























answer 4 0 
157 10ec% 9 
420 9.6% 161 S.A. 
Overseas 
206 13.2'~ 810 51.8% 
1100 25.2% 1234 2803% 





Table of chi-squares 
Local 









1~ For the total of 36 museums -




































7Z ( l.~&) 
3296: 
2045 .. 45 DF - l 
anower 2 0 
75 79.tffe 
167 81 .. 5% 4 
73 77 .. 7% 
4783 76.9% 68 
- ilJ:O -
Expected values 
African 20~7596 7'02404 
·coloured 44e3902< 156061 
Iuciian 20 .. 7596 7%24C4 
White 1359.09 4794091 
Table of chi-squares 
.Africa11 0149143 0042274 
Coloured 2.43198 .6893'.52 
Indirm .002784 0000789 
White .10436 ,.029579 
QUESTION 1: 
1 .. For the tot~l of 36 Jm)..fleumo -
Observed frequencies for answer J. 631 { 9o5%) 
anrnfer 2 1935 '.(2900%) 
answer 3 3834 (57 o5~~) 
Non-response rste 264 ( 4.o%) 
Expected frequency 2133e33 
<rrnra.11 ch:l.-squea-ed 2432.J.6 DF - 2 
2:.. For the age vari~ble -
Observed. freqnencieB aMwar 1 answer 2 answer 3 0 
18 and under 175 l6o{)7t 353 32.3% 536 49.1% 28 
19 to 35 236 8 .. 7% 897 33.0% 1516 55.8% 69 
36 to 55 130 605% 479 24oo% 1288 6407% 95 
over 55 ff! 1002% 202 23.fffo 490 570 7i~ 70 
Expected Yalues 
18 and under 104.585 321 .. 581 6370834 
19 to 35 260.381 800.629 1587~99 
36 to 55 1860464 5730346 1137.19 
over 55 760571 235~444 4660985 
Table of chi·,·sqimres 
18 and under 47.4094 3.06959 16.2583 
19 to 35 2.28289 11.6001 3 .. 26362 
36 to 55 1700979 1505249 1909998 
over 55 l..,42044 4075049 1.13423 
.. 141 -
"%' For the race variRble ~ ,,, .. 
Observed frequencies m1swe1~ 1 . answer 2 an:lwer 3 0 
Mrica:n. 29 J0o9% 28 2908% 32 34.o% 5 
Coloured 42 20,5% 73 3506% 86 42cc% 4 
Il:ldinn 10 1006% 23 24os% 59 620£% 2 
White 54,2 8.7% 1795 28.fr/t 3635 58o4% 250 
Expected values 
African 8 .. 72631 2608793 53.3944 
Coloured 19.7077 6007049 1200587 
Indian 9~02046 2707853 55~1942 
White 585.546 lB0:-5063 3582082 
Table of chi-squa1~ee 
African 4701015 .046727 8057244 
Coloured 25e2157 2,,49023 9092048 
lndiP..ll .106369 0824154 .26242 
White '.:).23837 0041296 0759823 
QtrESTIQLl.~ 
10 For ·the total of 36 museumfl ... 
· -Observed :fre-quencies for a.nmwer l 1150 (17 03%) 
.'.ll1!JW9I' 2 5460 (81,,~~) 
Non-response rate 54 ( oe%) 
Expected frequency 3305 
Overall chi-squared 281003 DF - 1 
2. Por the 24 up-cotmtry museilllill ... 
ObserYed frequencies for answer 1 75G (18. 7%) 
answer 2· 3263 (800 f,%) 
Non-reaponee 2·ate 28 ( .. 7%) 
Expected frequency 200905 
Overall chi-equared 1563083 DF - l 
3o For the 12 city museum.is -
Observed frequencies for answer 1 394 (15.,1%) 
a.newer 2 2197 (84.o%) 
Won-response rate 26 ( 1.0',k) 
Expected frequency 1295.5 
Overall chi-squ.ared 1254065 DF - l 
-- 142 -
4. For the age variable -
Observed fi•equency v.nswer 1 &.nzwer 2 0 
18 and under 246 22.5% 841 77oO% 5: 
19 to 35 422 l5o5% 2285 84nl% 11 
36 to 55 313 1507% 1663 83o5% 16 
ever 55 163 19 .. 2% 664 78.2% 22 
Expected values 
18 and under 188al'~99 8980501 
19 to 35 4690427 2237.57 
36 to 55 342.662 1633.,34 
over 55 143.412 68) .. 588 
Table of chi-squares 
18 and under 1705405 3.67986 
19 to 35 4.79157 1,,00524 
36 to 55; 2$56771 0538685 
over 55 2.67548 .561296 
5 ... For the race variable -
Observed frequencies ·answer. l answer 2 0 
African 30 3109% 63 67.a% l 
Coloured 96 46.8% 106 510 ?'fa 3 
Indian 35 37.,71> 58 6lo7% 1 
White <:176 150 7% 5200 83.,6% 46 
Expected values 
African 16.1092 76 .. 8908 
Coloured 34e9899 167.01 
Indian 16.,1092 7608908 
White 1069 5106021 
Table of chi -squarea 
African llo9778 2.,50945 
Coloured 106038 2202874 
Indian 22.1526 4.,64114 
Whi.te 8022295 1.72279 
60 For the residence ~ariable -
Observed frequencie3 answer 1 an!3v.er 2 0 
Local 355 220 7% 1197 76.5% 13 
So A. 689 15.8% 3646 83e5% 31 
















lo For the total'of 36 museums -





2o For the 24 up-country musemu -





3. For the 12 up-country musev.ms -





4o For the age '\Tarinble -
Observed frequencies 
18 and under 
19 to 35 
36 to 55 
over 55 
Expected values 
18 and under 
~ 19 to 35 



















115 ( le 7')~) 
3274.5 
2227002 DF - l 
3036 (75oo%) 
94.S (23o4%) 
63 ( 1.67~) 
1992 
1094~31 DF.- l 
2148 (82.1%) 
417 (15.gfo) 
52 ( 2.o%) 





200 23 .. 6% 










Te.ble of chi·uaqua.rea 
18 and under 2.29542 
19 to 35 ,,494m 
36 to 55 1 .. 56333 
over 55 lol6947 
5. For the residence variable -
Observed frequencies answer 1 
Local 1275 81.5% 
S.A. 3JJ.8 76.o% 










1 o For th~ total or 36 museUUls -




























4112035 DF.- 3 
Observed frequencies 
18 rmd under 
answer l answer 2 ent'SWer 3 
19 to 35 
36 to 55 
over 55 
Expected values 
18 and under 
19 to 35 





























answer 4 0 
660 60.4% 9 
1442 5301% 12 
1048 52.6% 14 
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'J'.able of chi· ... squn.1·es 
18 and under 4.51955 2103873 .i!4626J. 5n82359 
19 to 35 .098739 .,855466 6.6188 2.34n5 
36 to 55 1098251 llo619 1.,,64.108 2.22305 
over 55 .. 096530 2.69157 10~3501 5.26906 
3e For the race variable -
Observed frequencies answer 1 answer 2 a.11swer 3 aw.mer 4 0 
hfrican 11 n. ?'/, 19 20.'do· 11 11~7% 52 55.,3% 1 
Coloured. 18 8.,£3% 47 22.~~ 33: 16.1% 103 50 .. 2'% 4 
Indian 7 7.,4% 23 24.5% 5 5o~ 58 61 .. 1% 1 
White 435 7o0% 1837 29.5% 472 7.6% 3440 55.3% 38 
Expected values 
.African 6.66611 2'7 .. 2589 7.,37375 5107013 
Coloured 14.,4074 58 .. 9143 1509368 111.741 
Indian· 6.66611 27.,2589 7.,37376 5107013 
flhite 443.26 1812.57 490.316 3437086 
Table of chi-squares 
African 2.81763 2.,50226 1 .. 78329 .001726 
Coloured .895846 2.40945 18.,2691 .683836 
Indian .016723 .665396 0764162 .. 7673'72 
White .153936 0329328 .684175 .001337 
4. For the residence variable -
Observed frequencies answer 1 answer 2 answ~r 3 anamn." 4 G 
I..ocal 150 906% 386 24.7% 179 llo4% 844 53.9% 6 
S.A. 26(} 6.~ 1312 30.1% 284 605% 2481 56.8% 29 
Overse,,_s 67 9o4% 240 33.7% 62 8.7% 332 46.6% 11 
Expected values 
Local 112.724 457.987 124.068 864.221 
S.A. 312 .. 589 1274008 3450146 2404,,19 
Overseas 5006862 2050933" 55.7867 388.594 
Table of chi-squares 
Loe a). 12~3262 11.3151 24~3218 .. 473111 
S.Ao 9.1579 1 .. 1286 1008325 2 .. 45428 
Overseas 5.25073 5.63573 .692008 8.24233 
QUES'rION 8: 
1. l!"or the total of 36 museums -
Observed frequen.cies for .A.Mwer l 3739 (56.1%) 
Answer 2 2819 (42.3%) 
- j_l-16 -
Non-x•esponse rate 106 (1.,6%) 
Expected frequency 3274 
Overall chi-squareci 132.086_ Df' - 1 
2. For the 24 up-country museums ... 
Observed frequencies for annwer 1 2l.69 (5306%) 
answer 2 1824 (45.1%) 
Non-response rate "i :• 54- "'~ ( J 3%) 
..;_ -~· 0 ·'' • 0 10 
Expected frequency 1996.,5 
Overall chi-squared r.2908084 
% For the 12· city museums -
Observed frequencies for ar.awer 1 1570 (60oc%) 
&iswer 2 995 (38.cffe) 
Expected frequency 1282.5 
Overall chi-squared 128.899 DF - 1 
4. For the age variable -
Observed frequencies ar.awer 1 answer 2 0 
18 and undsr 751 68.gfa 336 3008% 5 
19 to 35 1715 63.J.% 973 3508% ;o 
36 to 55 967 48.5% 985 49.4% 40 
over 55 296 34.gfo 522 61.5% 31 
Expected. valuea 
18 ancl under 619.316 4670684 
19 to 35 153104-8 1156052 
36 to 55 111~.15 8390052 
over 55 466.054 3510946 
Table of chi-·aquarem 
18 and under 27.9998 3700778 
19 to 35 21.9909 29ol208 
36 to 55 1809435 25.0853 
over 55 62.0492 82.1668 
5. For the education variable -
Obse:cYed frequ6ncies allS'tfe:r 1 8.Il8W'0.T 2 0 
College 676 54.7% 538 4·3.6% 21 
University 1162 60. 'l"fo 721 37.7% 30 
Matric 1251 50o4% 1193 48.1% 36 
Other 625 65oo% 326 )3og;f: 10 
- 147 -





_ gUESTION ::[2 
0493629 
6.66862 
15 .. 4939 
1200426 
L For the to~i;al of 36 museums •• 





2., For the 24 up-count-ry mi..1.Seuma -





). For the 12 city mu3eums -










432 ( 6.5%) 




141 ( 3.5%) 





, ... '62o. { 2.4%) 
1277 .. 5 
1523.57 






answer 1 answer 2 
74 78. 7'fo 20 2lo ')% 
158 7701% 36 17.,6% 
64 6801% 27 280~~ 














DF - 1 
DF -1 






Table of chi-squares 
African 2.17673 )0.9676 
Coloured 2.98461 42.461 
Indian 5.19848 73.956e 
White .588799 8.)7665 
5. For the rel!idence variable -
Observed frequencies CUlswer 1 answer 2 0 
Local 1430 9101i% 113 ?ozfo 22 
S.A. 4048 9207% 256 5o9'f~ 62 
Overse11e 635 8902% 59 803% 18 
Erpected values 
l.ocal 1442.04 lOOc.964 
S.Ao 4022.37 281.625 
Oversea.a 648.589 45u4106 
Tab1e of chi-squarefl 
Local .J.00465 1043488 
S.Ao .163253 2.33169 
Overseas .284721 4.06658 
6. For the education variable -
Observed frequencies e.nswer l an13wer 2 0 
College 1151 93.2% 59 4-.~b 25 
University 1698 88.$% 184 9o5% 31 
Matric 2327 93.~ ?123 5.o% 30 
Other 886 92.2% 60 6.2% 15 
Expected values 
College 1130.52 790485 
University 1755057 123.432 
Matric 2289.06 160 .. 941 
Other 883.,857 62.1428 
Table of chi-squares 
College o'.571184 5.27941 
University 2c08967 2907212 
Matrlc .. 628851 8.94424 
Other .005195 .. OT5881 
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£UES'rIQ[.jQ: 
l~ Fo:;:- the tota.1 of 36 museums c• 
Observed frequencie~ for answer 1 586~~ (88.0;t) 
an.awe:r 2 735 (11 .. o%) 
Non-response rate 64 ( l.o%) 
Expected frequency 3300 
Overn.11 ch:i--squared. 3987.41 DF - l 
2. For the age variable -
Observed frequencieB antl}wer 1 answer 2 0 
18 and. under 985 go .. 2% 102 903% 5 
19 to 35 2464 900~ 241 8.9% 13 
36 to 55 1724 86e5% 251 1206% 17 
over 55 682 OOoy/o 141 16.6% 26 
Expected values 
18 and under 965.764 121.236 
19 to 35 240343 301 .. 696 
:56 to 55 1754.72 220 .. m 
over 55 731.209 91.,7914 
Table of chi-square~ 
18 and und.er .383139 3.,05208 
19 to 35 lo532f'..8 12.2109 
36 to 55 .537926 4~28509 
over 55 3.31162 26.3804 
3. F'or the race variable -
Obser\'·ed frequencie5 aru;wer l answer 2 0 
Africen 82 87.'C/a 10 10.6% 2 
Colou.red 156 76.1% 47 22.9% 2 
Indian 73 77.7% 20 2lc3% l 
White 5512 88.6% 652 10 .. 5.% 58 
Expected values 
African 81.7762 1002238 
Coloured 179.552 22.4479 
Indian 82c6651 1003349 
White 5479001 684.993 
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Table of cb.i-aquares 
African .000612 .004898 
Coloured 3.,089~:77 24.,7107 
Indian l.13003 9.03868 
White .198676 1058916 
4. For the residence variable -
Observed frequencieG answer l an5Wel' 2 0 
Local 1387 88.6% 1?9 1002% 19 
S.Ae 3869 8806% 464 10 .. 6% 33 
Overseam 588 82.6% 112 15.7% 12 
Expected valuee 
Local . 1373Q26 1720744 
S.ll. 3847.96 484.041 
Overseas 621.785 7802153 
Table of chi-squares 
Local .137552 1 .. 09351 
S.A. .104373 .829749 
Overs ens 1.8357 1405932 
5o Fer the education vari&ble -
Observed frequencie:i! answer l answer 2 0 
College io99 ae.CY% 128 10.4% 8 
Univereity 1710 89.4% 18"3 9.3% 15 
Matric 2153 86.8% 299 l2eJ.% 28 
OthP-r 849 8803% 104 10.8% 8 
Expected values 
College 1082.79 134.206: 
UniTer5ity 168807 2098304 
Matric 2181 .. 6 2700397 
Other 8470907 105.093 
Table of chi-aquarea 
College .03557 0286979 
Uni"'."ereity 0268763 2.16842 
Matrfo 0375015 3.02569 
Other .001409 .011359 
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g,_UES'.r:lpN l+_: 
1. For the total of 36 hlUseums -
Observed frequencies for answer l 3710 (55. 7'/b) 
EJ'.lswer 2 2774. (41.67'~) 
Non-response rate 180 ( 2. 7%) 
Expected frequency 3242 
Overall chi-squared 135.117 DF - 1 
2·. For the 24 up-country museums - . 
Observed frequencies for answer l 2444 (60e4%) 
answer 2 1511 (37. 316) 
Non-reapon.~e rate 92 ( 2.:;%) 
Expected frequency 1977.5 
Overall chi.-squared 220.098 DF - l 
3. For the 12 city museums - · 
Observed frequencies for answer l 1266 (48.4%) 
S.."lSWGr 2 1263 (48.-3%) 
Non-response rate 88 ( 3 .. 4%) 
Expected frequency 1264.5 
Overa.ll chi-squared .003558 
4. For the age variable -
ObserTed frequencies answer 1 answer 2 0 
18 and under 657 60o2J'o 417 380~ 18 
19 to 35 1347 49.6% 1303 47.rffi 68 
36 to 55 1155 5a.o% 779 39.1% 58 
over 55 545 64.2% 269 31~7% 35 
Expected valuei'J 
18 and under 614~663 459.337 
19 to 35 1516 .. 63 1133.37 
36 to 55 1106.85 827 .. 15 
over 55 465.862 348.138 
Table of chi-aq_uares 
18 and under 2.91616 3'.90227 
19 to 35 18 .. 9716 25.3868 
36 to 55 2.09458 2.80265 
OTe1• 55 13.4437 17 .. 9897 
·- 1.52 -
5. For the race variable -
Observed frequencies im.".lwc:r l cJl~Jwex- 2 0 
African 32 )4·o~ 60 63.a-g 2 
Coloured. 94 45.g% 106 ?1 .. ·r,% 5 
Indian 27 28.7% 66 70c2% l 
White 3536 56cgfe 2518 40 .. 5% 168 
Expected values 
Af:tica.n 52.7082 39 ~2918 
Coloured 114 .. 583 850417 
Indian 53.2811 39.7189 
'b'hi te 3468c4J 2585.57 
Table of chi-squares 
Af ricrui 8013591 1009139 
Coloured ,.69741 4.95991 
Indian 12.3632 17 .3896: 
Whl.te 1.31643 1 .. 76596 
6e For the education variable -
Observed frequenciem ans~1er 1 &nSwer 2 0 
College 656 53 .. 1% 538 43.6% 41 
University 916 47ocffi 930 48~5% 67 
Matric 1517 6102% 912 36.afo 51 
Other 577 600~ 370 38 .. 5% 14 
Expected valuea 
College 682.233 5110767 
University 1054.77 791.225 
Matric 1387.89 104loll 
Other 541.101 4050899 
Table of chi-squares 
College 1.00867 1 .. 34465 
University 18.2584 24.3401 
Matric 12 .. 0102 16 .. 0107 
Other 2.38174 3.17507 
QUESTION 12: 
lo For the total of 36 museums -
Observed frequencies for answer 1 1092 (16 .. 4%) 
answer 2 2718 (40 .. 87~) 
answer 3 1992 (29.9%) 
answer 4 849 (12 .. 7%) 
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Non-r.-esponse rate 13 ( 27.t\ " /VJ 
Expected frequency 1662~75 
Overa]. chi-sqaared 1329~<.16 DF - J 
2. For the 24 up-country museums·-
Observed :f requencieB for answer l '70'7 (17.5%) 
eJ'l..swer 2 i;34 (37 •. 9%) 
&nJ!!Wer 3 l~~l (30. 7%) 
answe1· 4 556 (13.7%) 
Non-response rate 9 ( .zt) 
Expected frequency 1009.5 
Overall chi-squared 619.971 DF - 3 
'~ For the 12 city museum3 -
Observed frequencies for answer l 385 (14.7%} 
answer 2 1184 (45.,;e~) 
ru'.$!'1.el' 3 751 (28. 7%) 
answer 4 293 (11.2%) 
Non-response rate 4 ( .2';!&) 
Expected frequency 653.25 
Overall chi-squared 754.671 DF - 3' 
4. For the race variable -
Observed frequencies answer 1 anawer 2 tm.'9wer 3 s.Mwer 4 0 
African 18 19.1% 46 48.9% 19 20.~ 11 11.1% 
Coloured 55 26.fffe 101 49.y,h 36 17.6"/o 9 /._ t,d .,. .• r/O 4 
Ind.ian 8 8.5% 59 62.S}b 19 20.2% 8 8.5% 
White 1006 16.2% 2484 39 .. Cf{o 1911 30.7% 812 13.J.% 
Expected. values 
African 15.4768 :;s.3005 2802626 n.95, 
Coloured 3;.0941 81.8979 60 .. 434 25.5741 
Indian 15.4768 :;s.3005 2802626 11 .. 96 
White 1022.95 25:;1.5 1868.04 790.506 
Table of chi-aqua.tes 
African .. 4ll351 1 .. 54781 3.03569 .077058 
Coloured 14.5002 4.45543 9.87886 10 .. 7413 
Indian y.61204 11 .. 187 :;.03569 1.31118 
\fui te .280931 .891306 .98792 .584434 
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5. For the. residence var:table ~ 
Observed frequencies ·'· answer l enS:~·er 2 rnswer 3 answer 4 0 
Local ?>97 25o4% 599 3Se3% 354 22.6% 211 13.5% 4 
S.Ao 654 1560% 1803 41.3% J.445 33.1~ 457 10.5% 7 
Overseas 38 5.'.)% 311 43.7% 184 25.8% 177 24.9% 2 
Expected valuee 
Local 256~4 638.762 466.887 198.951 
S.A. 7150981 1783 .. 71 1303076 555.559 
Overserul . ll6e62 290.532 2120357 90.4902 
Table of chi-squares 
Local 77.1003 2.47514 27.294~7 .729721 
S.A. 5.3655 .208709 15.302 17.4848 
Overseas 53.002 1.44191 3.78675 82.7045 
6. For the education variable -
Observed frequencies answer 1 nnswer 2 auswer 3 s.nswer 4 0 
Colle~ 31 2.5% 639 51.7% 419 33.9% 145 11.7% l 
University 34 1.8% 1079 56.4% 584 300,"% 214 11.'C}'n 2 
Matric 352 14.~ 854 34.4% 870 35.1% 397 16.if;b 7 
Other 671 69.a-% 136 14.'l/o 9:5 9.7% 58 6.3% J 
Expected values 
College 204.165 508.162 368.924 152.749 
University 316.175 786.951 5710324 236.55 
Matric 409.158 1018.38 739.343 306.116 
Other 158.501 394.505 286.409 1180585 
Table of chi-squares 
College 146.872 33.6874 5.79709 0393087 
University 251.831 108.384 .28125 2·.14969 
Matric 7.98482 26.5339 23.0898 26.9826 
Other 1657.12 169.389 130.607 30.9525 
~STIOU 12:. 
1. For the total of 36 mu2eums -
Observed frequencies for answer l 94 ( 1.4%) 
answer 2 205 ( 3.J.%) 
answer 3 94 ( l.4%) 
answer 4 6222 (93.4%) 
Non-response rate 49 ( .7%) 
Expected frequency 1653.75 
Overall chi-squared 16830 .. 5 DF - 3 
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2. For the residence variable -
Observed frequencies answer l 
Local 61 3 c% o JI 
S.A. 30 ,,.d_ • //V 









3. For the education variable -
Observed. frequencies l:'.nswer 1 
College 20 1.6% 
University 13 .7% 
Matric 38 1.5% 












1. For the total of 36 museums -






anstrer 2 answer 3 answer 4 0 
111 7.1% 19 lo2% 1365 87. 'do 9 
89 2.0'% 67 1.5~~ 4164 95o4% 16 
5 .?% 8 1.17'; 676 94. sr,t6 20 
4803523 21.9354 1463.54 
135 .. 144 61 .. 3092 4090.58 
21.,5037 9.75534 6500881 
81.1696 .392822 6.63482 
15 .. 7556 .35889 1 .. 31785 
12.6663 .31585 .969421 
answer z· answer 3 answer 4 0 
2.7% 
. 
1.2% 1166 94. 4>"-l 1 33 15 
24 i.J% 18 .9% 1827 9'.5.5% 31 
96 3.9% 48 1 .. 9% 2291 92.4% 7 
51 5.3% 12 1.2% 871 90.6% 6 
38.4682 17.537 1160065 
58.66ITT 26.746 1770.13 
77.0923 35.145 2326. 
29.7708 130572 898.231 
0777301 0367011 .024693 
2004865 2~85997 1.82729 
4.63731 4.70196 .526524. 
15.1383 0182074 0825554 
1565 (23.5%) 
4366 (65o5%) 
712 (10. 7%) 
21 ( .3%) 
2214033 
3300.46 DF - 2 
- :1.56 -
2o For the 24 u.p-cou.'i.try museums -
Observed frequencies for 11.Yl.SWSX' l 910 (22 .. ~fo) 
answer 2 2828 (69.95~) 
answer 3 294 ( 7. 3'jb) 
Non-response rate 15 ( ,47t) 
Expected frequency 1344 
Overall chi~squared 2599 .. 04 DF - 2 
3. For the 12 cit-y museums -
Observed frecµencies for answer 1 655 (25.o%) 
nnswer 2 1538 (58es% 
answer 3 418 (16.o%) 




Overall chi-squared 8000558 DF - 2 
.4. For the education variable -
observed frequencies a.newer l answer 2 answer 3 0 
College 282 22.8% 800 64.8% 152 12.3% l 
Univen!ity 326 l7oo% 1297 67 .ff% 288 15.1% 2 
Matric 576 23.2% 1702 68.6% 197 1.9% 5 
Other 369 38.4% 533' 55.57'~ 55 5o7% 4 
Expected valueo 
College 291.379 812.785 129.835 
University 451.,237 1258.7 20J.o066 
Matric 584.412 1630.18 260.407 
Other 225.972 630.337 100.691 
Table of chi-equarea 
College .301915 .201111 3.78376 
University 34.7583 1.16557 37.5871 
Matric .121071 3·.16405 1504393 
Other 90.5282 1500307 2007333 
QUESTION 15: 
lo For the total of 36 museums -
Observed fre~uencies for answer l 1235 (18 .. 5';0 
answer 2 1913 (28o 7%) 
answer 3 2480 (37e2%) 





2o For the 24 up-country museums -






3. For the 12 city musetims -











1113 (27. r;ffi) 
1554 (38.4%) 
652 (16. i.c&) 







29 ( i.J.%) 
647 
346.723 
DF - 3 
DF - 3 
DF - 3 
